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TRUE EDUCATION.*

TExT :--" That our sons may grow up as the young plants; and that our daughters
may be as the polished corners of the temple.'?-Ps. cxliv. 12.

IN seeking for words to set forth the
nature of human education we

becorne aware of the largeness and
complexity of the subject. Human
nature is so vast, and the aspect:;
which it presents are so numerous,
that we do not easily give an account
of its moral and intellectual history
and discipline. Thus, we may think
of the Church of Christ as the Gar-
den of the Lord ; and then the sons of
the Church will be as theyoung plants,
or, again, the Church is represented
as a Temple, an habitat'on for God
tbrough the Spirit; and then the
daughters may be thought of as the
polished corners of the Temple, for
beauty and ornament.

Here, then, are two widely differ-
ent conceptions of the work of edu-
cation, and it is hardly too much to
say that the one would be incomplete
without the other. If we thought of
the polishing of the corner stones of
the temple alone, we should be
tempted to forget that the subject of
education was a living conscious
thinking being, whose powers had to
be brought out and trained; and if

*A sermon preached by the Rev. Prof.
William Clark, LL.D., D.C.L., at the
Convocation service, held in the chapel of
Trinity College, Toronto, Oct. 19, 1897.

we thought only of the training of the
plant, we might forget that nature
needs not only development but re-
pression and restraint.

Anmong all the differences of opinion
which prevail on the subject of educa-
tion, however, we may find a general
cognition of the two principles which
are set forth in the imagery here em-
ployed, namely, that education must
be on the one hand a process of de-
velopment, and, on the other, a
method of discipline. And perhaps
if we come to a right understanding
of these two principles we shah at
least have a starting point from which
we may go forth in our work of train-
ing up the young of our country in
the way they should go.

These questions greatly concern
those who, are. responsible for the
working of an institution such as that
with which we are connected, and the
anniversary meetings of which are now
being held; and it may be useful for
us, at such a time, to go back to first
principles and to ask, in a somewhat
general way, what are the methods of
education which we can approve and
iustify from a consideration of the
being who is to be edu'cated, and
which we are bound to pursue, if we
would hope to attain to satisfactory
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tesults. Let us begin, if we can,
with those points in which there can
hardly be any difference of opinion.

And, first of al], we must maintain
that

1. EDUCATION SHOULD BE SCIEN-

TIFIC.

Such a statement will seem to most
of us so completely self-evident that
there is no reason for putting it for-
ward, except as an assumption which
needs no proof, and upon which
other truths may be shown to de-
pend.

And yet there was a time, and it
may not even now have entirely gone
by, when religion and science were
supposed to be adversaries, The
conclusions of certain sciences were
regarded as being inconsistent with
the contents of the Scriptures, and so
it came to pass that men of science
were denounced as the enemies of
revelation, not only by popular preach-
ers of slender attainments but by
learned theologians. The men of
science promptly paid them back in
their own coin, taunting them with
their want of faith in their own prin-
ciples, since they were afraid of being
able to maintain them in the presence
of undoubted facts.

Happily for both, this conflict has
now come almost to an end : and we
have come to know and acknowledge
that the genuine results of rightly con-
cluded scientific investigation, can
never endanger, but can only support
the truth, and enlarge our views of
the divine order to -which we belong.
And how should it be otherwise when
we understand the nature of scien-
tific knowledge and what ià professes
to accomplish. The aim of science
is to give us knowledge of facts, of
laws, of principles, to give us a know-
ledge which shall be systematic and
orderly, and, as far as possible, com-
plete. Its aim is to arrange and
classify the facts of observation, so as

to give us a better understanding of
their meaning and relations, and thus
to bring nature more and more under
control.

Now there is no sphere 'nto which
science may not claim to enter; and
assuredly it cannot safely be banished
from the realm of education. And
this will ',ppear from whatever point
of view we regard the subject, whether
we think of learning as au exercise of
memory, or as a development of the
whole nature, or as a discipline of
mind and heart and will, everywhere
we meet with laws of thought, emotion,
will, and the recognition of those laws
is the work of science.

Few can need to be told that these
principles are now receiving almost
universal recognition. We may grant
that, in days gone by, there were
grea& educationists who were guided
partly by instinct, partly by the tradi-
tions of the past, and partly by their
own experience. But it is not reason-
able to expect that ail teachers should
be endowed with such exceptional
powers. The ordinary teacher, even
the superior teacher, must govern
himself by rule, by method, by prin-
ciole, scientifically ascertained ; and
whatever our own prejudices and pre-
ferences may be in regard to the pro-
minence which should be given to
one class of subjects or another in
education, there will, at least, be at
this present time, no difference of
opinion between educated and think-
ing men, when we say that our edu-
cational methods should be scientific.

n. With equal confidence we may
aisert that

EDUCATION SHOULD BE COMPRE-

HENSIVE.

In other words, a true educatioi. will
have regard to the whole nature of
the being to be educated, whether of
man or of any other creature. This
is an obvious, elementary truth, and
moreover, it is a simple inference.from
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the requirement that education should
be scientific.

i. We have lot'g been agreed that
education does not mean the nere
imparting of informatir:, or human
knowledge. Indeed at tbis present
moment we are probably in greater
danger of ignoring the importance of
such acquisition. From every point
of view full and accurate knowledge
is of the highest importance. Without
this there can be no real mental dis-
cipline. Without this there can be
no real power of grasping the prob-
lems which present themselves in
every walk of life. Ohly the most
ignorant and thoughtless can under-
value the possession of knowledge,
whether it takes the form of language,
or of science, or any other form.

2. Still less can we allow that edu-
cation is a means of equipping us for
the race of life to such a degree that
we may outstrip others. Undoubted-
ly one part of out business in life is
to earn a sufficiency to provide for
ourselves and those who raay be de-
pendent upon us; and there is
nothing low or unworthy in attributing
considerable importance to this view
of our life. We tîust choose our
work-our business, our profession,
our calling- -and we must clearly con-
template the necessity of living by this
calling; and so one considerable part
of our education must be the fitting
of ourselves for that work. Yet if we
come to think of education as a
means of merely making more money
than others are able to make, and of
beingclevererthan those who ar -bout
us, we shall have degraded this great
business of our life and missed its real
value and importance.

3. Moreover, education is more
than the mere training of the intel-
lectual powers. On the importance
of such discipline it is unnecessary to
insist. It is man's reason that raises
him above the beasts that perish.

" On earth there is n'thing great but
n.an,

In man there is nothing great bu
mind."

To see clearly, to reason accurate.
ly-this is a great part of man's men-
tal education-a part with which she
cannot dispense if he would be pro-
perly fitted for any work among his
fellow-men.

But this is not ail. Man is not
mere intellect. He has feeling,
imagination, will ; and the neglect of
these elements of his constitution will
assuredly be attended by the most
serious consequences. Man is truly
educated when his whole nature is
cultivated, when ail his powers are
drawn out and made to work together
in perfect harmony.

4. Nor, in speaking of the complete-
ness of the education of the whole
man, must we overlook his -ysical
training, the discipline of those bodily
powers which are an essential part of
man's nature and functions. Certain
kinds of education have undoubtedly-
overlooked the claims of the body,
aid thereby have done great harm to
body and soul alike.

The body is a part of man's three-
fold nature of Body, Soul, and Spirit.
Not only our spiritual nature but also
our flesh was assumed by the eternal
Word· of Gad in the Incarnation.
We are commanded to glorify God in
our bodies. The body is the agent
of the soul, and again reacts upon
the spiritual nature. The neglect or
abuse of the body avenges itself upon
the sou,.

It may indeed seem unnecessary to
insist upon this part of the subject in
these days, when complaints are
heard on every side that young men
are becoming so absorbed in athletic
exercises that they f-udge all time and
thought bestowed upon mere intel.
lectual pursuits-wheýn it is said that
young men, and even men who are
no longer young, can find no enter-
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tainnient in a book, and find the
slightest effort in the way of reading
a weariness of the flesh.

But even if this be so, that is no
reason why the just claims of man's
physical nature should be neglected ;
and moreover, the very point on
which we are insisting is the duty of
rendering to the body its own, of
conceding its just claims; for we
shall thus best guard against that
abuse of which many thoughtful men
are now complaining. Such then, we
maintain, is the only true and con-
plete education for man, that training
and discipline which takes account of
his whole nature of body, soul, and
spirit-which has regard to his whole
inner man of mind, and heart, and
will.

ii. One other characteristic zof a
true education remains to be con-
sidered :

EDUCATION SHOULD BE RELIGIOUS.

It might seem that here also we
h!ad passed beyond the bounds of
controversy ; and that, howe ver much
we might differ in regard to what we
might call the subordinate doctrines
of religion or the methods of religious
instruction, we should at least find a
general agreement that religion
should form part of the education of
the young.

And indeed there are not many out
of the whole of our population who
would condemn religious education
altogether or regard it as unnecessary.
To take either of these extreme views
we must assume that no God exists,
or none who concerns Himself with
the destinies of men, or that it is im-
possible for man to know God, or
that man is not a religious being.

Is it necessary here--or almost
anywhere els.-to controvert any of
these positions ? No one save an
Atheist or an Agnostic calls in ques-
tion the existence of the government
of God, or man's capacity for know-

ing and serving Him ; and however
worthy of attention their difficulties
may be at another time and place,
they need not occupy our attention
here to-night.

We, my brethren, and by that I
mean the immense majority of Eng-
lish speaking men, and especially of
Canadians, we believe that man was
made in the image of God and there-
by fitted for fellowship with God.
We believe that God has revealed
Himself in nature, in the order of
the world, in the reason and con-
science of man, and supremely in
Jesus Christ our Lord. We believe
that there is no worse state for man
than to be "without God in the world."
We are ready to say with our great
poet:

"For what are men better than sheep or
goats

That nourish a blind life within the
brain,

If, knowing God, they lift not hands of
prayer,

Both for themselves and them that calt
them friend ?

For so the whole round earth is every
way

Bound by gold chains about the feet of
God."

And how shall men be brought to
worship and to serve unless they are
taught the character and the demands
of Hin whom they are called to
acknowledge as Lord and God ?

We are here dealing with one of
the most serious questions of the age
in which we live; and men in general
seen to be only partially aware of
the seriousness of the subject. Yet
on all hands and in both continents,
a warmer and ever deeper interest is
arising in connection with the religi-
ous education of the young; and
men are asking how such instruction
can be imparted in connection with
the systems of education in existence
among us. It is hardly necessary to
remark that several different methods
are proposed, as the non-denomina-



tional method and the denomina-
tional method. According to the
former, general religious truth alone
would be imparted, those fundamen-
tal doctrines on which the people of
a country or a district were agreed.
According to the latter, each de-
nomination would teach to its own
children its own special doctrines.

Now, it is believed that most of us
would be very thankful for such gen-
eral religious instruction as would pre-
vent the young from growing up with-
out any practical knowledge of God
and of religion. And undoubtedly
there is, at the present moment, a seri-
ous danger of this coming to pass.
When young people are taught about
everything except God-when their
duties to Him are not inculcated
along with their duties to their fellow-
men-it is almost inevitable that they
should come .o believe that the whole
matter of religion was of small con-
cern to them and might safely be
neglected. We certainly should have
no right to be surprised at such a
result. And therefore we should be
ready to co-operate in any attempt to
bring the truths of religion before the
minds of the young.

But we believe that there is a more
excellent way, the way of teaching
definite religious truth, as we our-
selves have received and hold it, to
those for whose education we are re-
sponsible. In such a system all is clear
and definite, we are able to teach
what we believe, and all that we be-
lieve which we regard as necessary for
a knowledge of God and what He re-
quires of us. It was on the ground
of these convicticns and with the
desire to provide such an education
for the young men who were members
of the Church of England that the
first Bishop of Toronto took in hand
to set up this college and this univer-
sity. Inspired by the same belief and
aim, many generous men and women
in Canada, in the United States, and

in Great Britain, gave of their sub-
stance that the religion of Christ, as
held in that pure apostolic branch of
the Church to which we belong, might
forever be taught to the sons of the
Church. This work has been carried
on now for many years with varying
success, but with no departure from
the original purpose of th: institution ;
and to-night we are commemorating
that work, looking back with thank-
fulness upon the past and praying
God for grace to do our work better
in the future.

It seems to me, my brethren, that
these considerations make a very
solemn appeal to us all, to the Eng-
lish Churchmen in Ontario, to the
Teachers in this College and also to
th_ Students. Each of these three
classes may do much for the work
which is being carried on in this place,
and it becomes us to ask what it is
that we can do.

The Churchnen of the province
can give us their interest, their sym-
pathy, and their help. They have

i already done much, and if some have
given but little out of their abundance,
others have given much out of their
povery. Mach has recently been
done to extend our curriculum and to
equip the college more completely for
its work. But still there remains
much to be done, or else certain de-
partments already at work must
languish, and other necessary addi-
tions will not be able to be paid.
This is not the place to go into de-
tails. May God, in His goodness,
raise up for a helpers in the hour of
need.

A very serious responsibility is laid
upon the teachers of this college, since
upon them chiefly it devolves to-give
eff.,:t to the design with ,vhich it was
erected. Our work has to be done,
on the one hand, with strict regard to
the advances being made in all de-
partments of knowledge, and on the
other hand, as remembering that all

True Education.
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parts of knowledge proceed from
God and lead to Him.

On the one hand, we are not to
put religion as a substitute for s.cience,
we are not to say that, because we
acknowledge the government of God,
we need not trouble ourselves to in-
vestigate the secrets of nature. We
must be students and thinkers, men
of devotion and labor.

On the other hand, we are not to
do any part of our work in a secular
spirit, we are to de it as servants of
God and of the Lord Jesus Christ,
and of His iolv Church.

It is not for me to enlarge on this
subject; but as one who is now the
senior member of the teaching faculty,
and who has taught here for 4bout
half a generation, I may be allowed
tu testify that we who are teaching
here value the system which we are
called to administer, and would not
have it altered, although we long
greatly to see it strengthened and
further developed. We are thank-
ful for all the religious privileges
which we enjoy, for our daily services
in this beautiful House of Prayer, and
should regard the loss of these privi-
leges as a calamity. God grant that
we may ever more fully accomplish
the work to which we have been
called.

But once more, these considerations
speak also to the students of the Col-
lege, the fruit of all our labors, who
must ultimately prove the test of the
real value f such an institution.

It is obvious, my brethren, that
the design of a College like this must
be to send forth into the world those
who may be called Christian gentle-
men. If we succeed in this, we have
herein the proof that the blessing of
God has been with us, and the pledge
that it will be with us in the future.
If it could be said, and I trust it
never will be said, that we sent out
those who were neither Christians
nor gentlemen, then Ichabod would
be written on our walls and our doom
would be sealed. Let us all remem-
ber that for whatever may be the out-
come of our work here, we are all of
us, jointly and individually, respon-
sible, from the oldest to the youngest.
Every thought and word and deed of.
ours is going not only to the formation
of our own characters and the doing
of our own work, but is determining
the destiny of this place of learning.
Every duty faithfully performed or
neglected, every work done half
heartedly or devotedly,-all have
their record in our lives and in the
history and destiny 'of our univer-
sity.

EDUCATION AS AN AID TO LABOR.*

E. R. DAVEY, M.A., LL.B.As so much ime and money are
being annually spent on educa-

tion, it is necessary that we should
constantly keep in mind the ends to
be achieved by it, that we may so
judiciously adjust our labors as to
produce the most fruitful results.

Education is defined as "the harmo-
nious development of all the faculties

* A paper read at the £hird Annual
Congress of the State School Teachers of
Victoria.

with a view to their fullest and noblest
use." It is then both a good in it-
self aud also a means to an end-a
good in itself being necessarily and
naturally accompanied by happiness
-and it is a means to an end inas-
much as it trains the faculties for use.
One use, as my text indicates, and no
inconsiderable one either, is to aid
labor.

Most parents are desirous that their
children shôuld be well educated, or
have the " education of a gentle-
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man ; " but they too frequently over-
look the fact that their studies should
be so designed-as to conduce most ex-
peditiously to theirbecomingthorough
masters of some trade or profession ;
for education should afford, above all
other considerations, an equipment
for the battle of life.

Now, formal education consists of
three stages, primary, secondary and
university ; but it would be ridicu-
lous to suppose that when the student
has passed through these three stages,
his success in life is therefore assured,
and that he walks out of the school a
made man. Nothing of the sort ! He
has been engaged with principles and
theories for the most part, and the
world is now his great laboratory, in
which he must put to the only true
test of actual practical experience
what he has learned in a great meas-
ure merely from books. We shall
see, however, that in each of the three
stages mentioned, the education has
the definite result of making the stu-
'dent a more efficient laborer in
whateverfield he subsequentlychooses
work. Primary education is that
which obtains in our State schools.
Its object is to lay a good substratum
upon which the child can afterwards
build. The three R's, reading, writ-
ing and arithmetic, are indispensable
for this purpose. In addition, how-
ever, geography, English history and
a little science aie taught, and the
child's observing and reasoning facul-
ties are trained so as to render him,
as far as possible, an independent
thinker and reasoner in order that he
may conduct his business in life as
an honest, decent and intelligent citi-
zen.

Secondary education is that leading
fron the State school to the Univer-
sity. It does not exist as a State
education in Victoria, except, chiefly,
in the Workingmen's Colleges. Many
countries possess these secondary
State schools, e.g., the United States,

Switzerland, etc., and the colonies of
New South Wales, New Zealand,
Canada and Cape Colony.

In this secondary stage the boy's
mind is further quickened and enlarg-
ed by the study of classics, mathemat-
ics, the various branches of science or
the principles underlying various in-
dustries and manufactures. When
the pupil has completed the second
stage he is qualified to enter the Uni-
versity.

There he can either take up a course
in arts and science, by which he will
acquire a greater breadth of know-
ledge and subtlety of reasoning, or he
can enter at once on a course of
medicine, !aw, or engineering, as he
chooses, and having completed his
course of training he emerges a pro-
fessional man.

But the great mass of the people
are dependent for their education on
our State schools, and the system pro-
vides for a primary education merely,
so that none need be under the ir-
reparable disadvantage of being igno-
rant of the keys of knowledge. Now,
knowledge is power, therefore the
education of the masses is increased
power in the masses, and like steam
applied to machinery, it produces ac-
celerated motion. Ho does educa-
tion do this ? It gives increased
power to think, and therefore to act.
All thought, in the stricter sense of
the word, is found when analysed, #o
consist of two elements :-

i. The noticing similarities in
things.

2 The distinguishing differences in
things, and these are assisted by the
memory and imagination. All minds
are fundamentally alike in their actiorn,
but the cleverest man is he who makes
these discriminations and distinctions
most readily and accurately.

Now, the mental operations are
perforrned with greater ease, quickness
and accuracy every time they are re-
peated ; so that the mind, like the
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muscles, grows strong by exercise,-and
is developed most when exercised
most. As every stùdy necessitates
thinking, the power of the mind as a
whole is thereby enlarged, no., matter
what that study may be. All I see,
and hear, and feel, inasmuch as it
causes me to think, leaves its impres-
sion, good or bad, upon me. " I am
a part of all that I have met," and my
total environment, in addition to my
innate propensities, is responsible for
my being what I am to-day. The
mind, therefore, partakes of the nature
of the food it feeds upon, and, as bad
food produces a sickening effect on
the body, so improper mental food
weakens and poisons the mind. We
see, then, that it is essentially neces-
sary that the subject-matter of study
should be so carefully selected as to
produce the most beneficial results-
that is, the most efficient citizen,
mentally, morally and physically.

The mind governs our actions, for
it is that which feels, and knows, and
wills. x. The mind is that which
feels, as when we experience the sen-
sations of coldness or of heat, of
pleasure or pain, of love or fear. That
is the emotional side of the mind. 2.
The mind is that which knows. That
is the purely intellectual function of
the mind whereby it perceives, rea-
sons and judges. 3. The mind is that
which wills. It exercises the power
of choice or volition ; that is the
moral side of the mind.

Any education, therefore, which
neglects to properly cultivate any of
these three parts of the mind will not
produce the efficient man nor the effi-
cient laborer.

The moral and mental forces, then,
should be developed, strengthened
and controlled by education, and to
be a successtul student necessitates,
like every other success in life, pos-
session of certain moral qualities, e.g.,
he must be industrious, persevering in
difficulty, self-denying-spurning de-

lights and living laborious days-de-
termined to endure to the end. And
it is simply these qualities put into
actual practice later in life that have
enabled men to stamp their mairks
indelibly on the history of the Emd-
pire.

The student may forget the subject-
matter of his studies, but the increased
power given by them remaina fixed in
his mind ; for the habit of grappling
with and mastering difficult problemà
has given him an increased power to
deal with the difficulties of his daily
life, a quicker insight into things, and
a readier power to adjust the neces-
sary means to the required ends.
This is the " permanent residuuni "
when his school tasks are over. The
mind has not been turned into a mere
storehouse of words-for "to know
merely by heart is not to know at all "
-but it has been turned into a work-
shop ; that is, it seeks more and more
to find out the causes of things. The
understanding or intelligence is al-
ways brought into play. It is not
what was stored up as intellectual fat
that is serviceable, but what was turn-
ed into intellectual muscle. And
this is the education which is of
supreme assistance to the laborer,
no matter what work *he may be en-
gaged in. If a man have not ability
to use it, his knowledge is not power
at all, but so much dead stock.

The physical education must also
be attended to. We need strong
bodies in these days of keen competi-
tion, and while we seek to give the
sound mind, we must also give the
sound body. A first requisite, it has
been said, for a good man is that he
be a good animal, so that every good
teacher will attend to the physique of
his pupils. It is a most pitiable spec-
tacle to see a man with a vigorous
intellect ruined through having over-
wrought and broken down his consti-
tution.

We see, then, that in our education



we must :ultivate the mental, moral
and physical powers side by side if
we would have the man efficient in
the widest sense of the term, but more
especially as a laborer. Now,
labor is defined as " any action either
of mind or body fora definite object."
I will not waste your time by showing
its uses. You have merely to look
around for its monuments. In a word
we can sum it up, viz., we are indebt-
ed to labor for all the necessaries and
conveniences of life and all the art
and sciences which we possess.
Nothing is got without labor. Even
the wild fruits and flowers must be
gathered, preserved and stored. Oil
is abundant, but the whales which
yield it are swimming amid the Polar
seas. Labor, then, is " the pur-
chase monev of all. things," and as a
rule the more skilled the labor the
more valuable are the manufactures.
A man also is measured by his capac-
ity to work. ' A man is what he
does." That labor is honorable. and
dignified has become a household
expression, and this is proved by the
fact that the lazy man is an object of
universal scorn and ccntempt. More-
over, labor is an absolute necessity
for our progress. If we do not work
degeneracy of mind and body as in-
evitably follow as night the day.
There is. no such thing as standing
still.

It is unnecessary for me to' prove
that the natural powers of the Colo-
nials are at least equal to those of any
other nation. This has been proved
over and over again, and London
rings with the praise of some of our
artists. Other .things then being
equal, how would you account for any
inferiority in the quality of our manu-
factures ? Is it because of any defi-
ciency of skill in the workmanship ?

England found that in the London
Exhibitions of '5z, '61 and '67, that
her manufactures were unequal in
many respects to those exhibited by

foreign countries, and that, in order
to compete with them and hold ber
supremacy in the commercial world,
she must educate her laborers, for
"upon lines of equal resistance the
weaker go to the wall.» The " Made
in Gerrnany " scare is not to be treated
lightly, and it should act as a warning
and stimulus to us ; for, as Mr. Scott
Russell says about England-"Should
the day come when our manufacturers
are less skilled, less informed, less
able than our rivals, the flood of raw
materials to our shores and the back
current of manufactures to replace
them may take another direction and
surge on other shores "-showing the
cause of possible decline in her
manufactures, and it is worthy of our
careful attention.

We are all acquainted with the
man of one idea, who will not
part with it for fear lest he should
never get another, and who sticks to
it with ar astonishing stupidity and
pertinacity. This generally is the
result of deficient general education.
Of all laborers, the Saxons and Swiss
-more especially the Saxons-are
preferred, owing to their superior
general education, for they compre-
hend the instructions given then
readily, and quickly apply any new
methods to their work. There is also
less blundering, waste and misdirected
labor with the educated laborer,
and, therefore, a great aid is afforded
to industry.

It is said that volunteers learn their
drill much more quickly than the
regular troops owing to their superior
general education, and statistics taken
in Massachusetts proved that the most
highly paid were the best educated,
and that the wages diminished in a
scale corresponding with the inferior-
ity of their education-those who
could 'only make a mark as their
signature receiving least of all. -

Now, a good general education
enables one the more easily to mastet

Education as an Aid to Labor.
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any particular trade, and the laborer
must be sKilled in special craft. There
is much truth in the maxim, " He
should know something of everything,
and everything of something," and
the effect of technical skill in the
laborer produces surprising results.
A skilful artisan will in a few minutes
complete a work beyond the powers
of a person unacquainted with that
art. A professional man every day,
almost without conscious effort, dis-
poses of matters which to the unpro-
fessional person seem hopelessly per-
plexing.

Anà it is remarkable that these
operations which have taken most
pains and time to learn are capable of
being ultimately performed witly mar-
vellous accuracy and ease, e.g., take
the athlete with his astonishing gym-
nastic feats, or the skilled musician
for delicate discriminations in sound
and touch, or the cook in preparing
savory dishes for the epicure. It is
the triumph of art to conceal ail effort,
and this, at times, makes us inappre-
ciative of the degree of skill at-
tained.

How necessary it is that our artis-
ans should become artists in those
manufactures which produce the
finest combinations of form and
color is brought vividly before our
minds when we see the finish and
beauty in many imported articles.
We see these qualities sometines in
our own manufactures, but we are too
apt to think that because we have a
good primary school system, and that
oone need be unable to read and
write, we are, therefore, sufficiently
" up to date," and quite equal to any
other nation in manufacturing ability.
It is to be hoped we are not building
a fool's paradise about our heads.
Take Switzerland, with its population
of over 3,ooo,ooo, enclosed in some
16,ooo square miles, and compare its
educational system with ours. A
search was once made there for the

men who could neither read nor
write, and they found one, but it was
learnt on enquiry that he had corne
from Savoy. In technical education
they are enthusiasts, and have schôols
for f-rming, silk weaving, cattle graz-
ing, butter making, horology, etc., and
from time to time lectures and short
courses of instruction are given in
different parts of the country on
horticulture, viticulture, fodder-grow-
ing, cattle-breeding, etc. Even our
sister colony spends double the
amount on technical education that
we do. The United States spends
over 13,ooo,ooo dollars per annum
on secondary schools.

What is Victoria doing in the mat-
ter of technical education? Very
little indeed. The State assistance
to the Working men's Colleges is only
£ 2,ooo per annum, and we should
bear in mind that the cost of our
primary schools has been reduced
£250,000 per ann um in five years.

In our State schools at present the
science taught consists merely of a few
principles of physics, physiology, and
drawing. The curriculum, however,
seems sufficiently extensive, though
much might be said in favor of in-
creasing the science by including the
elements of such subjects as mechan-
ics, chemistry (especially agricultural),
metallurgy, domestic economy, etc.,
and the main principles underlying
our chief industries, seeing that we
have no secondary schools in which
to teach them. Surely such know-
ledge would be -of infinitely more
practical benefit to the boy when he
leaves school than so much history,
geography, etc. He would then go
out into the world with his eyes open
to the practical value of science as
applied to manufacture,and would be
stimulated to further explore its
fruitful fields.

But our Government is not abso-
lutely dead to our educational require-
ments. Increased funds, no doubt,
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will give greater vitality to the Educa.
tion Department.

The Agricultural Department,
however, seems well awake, and has
revolutionized the butter-making in-
dustry by teaching the farmers the
proper methods of cream separating.
Probably we shall get the highest
price in the market when we have per-
fected our manufacture.

Experts are also being employed in
our wine-making industry, and our
tobacco, cigar, and other inanufac-
tures. Some, doubtless, are anxious-
ly looking forward to marked improve-
ment in these productions. Science,
then, by enormously increasing the
efficiency of labor, makes a corres-
ponding increase in the value of the
manufactures and productions. There
is, as a direct result, more money to
distribute both tp the capitalist and to
the laborer, and wages rise accord-
ingly.

Now, of all studies Mr. Herbert
Spencer puts science first. Some
reasons are :-

i. It cultivates the observation, be-
cause the teaching of it is essentially
objective ; tbings are learnt rather
than words. The results are manifest
to the senses.

2. It cultivates the judginent, be-
cause it prevents guessing, or jumping
at conclusions.

"' The great fault of the commun-
ity," Professor Faraday says, " is want
of judgment, and it is ignorant of its
ignorance; " and this is due, he says,
to want of scientific culture. We can
see how science improves the judg-
ment ; for nothing is taken as true
until the conclusions from data have
been verified by observation and ex-
periment. Al prejudice must be laid
aside, for the evidence speaks for it-
self. Seeing is believing.

As for the usefulness of the know-
ledge so acquired :-(a) It is a know-
ledge of facts, not of opinion merely.
" Necessary and eternal are its

truths, and science concerns all man-
kind ior all time." (b) Science un-
derlies the fine arts. The artistic
workm;an must know .the laws to
which the materials conform, e.g., of
color, shape, etc. For self preserva-
tion the knowledge of physiology is
greatly needed ; for industrial pur-
poses, chemistry is essential. There
is scarcely an industry in which
chemistry is not of service. It is
useful in the kitchen ; for cookery, in
ventilation, and the sanitary condi-
tion of our dwellings ; in agriculture
-to economise manures, and to
supply the land with what is necessary
to the growth of the plant. In phy-
sics, " the mother of the sciences,'
we all have occasion to use the lever,
the pulley, eté. And the general
effect of scientific study is thus re-
marked by Prof. Tyndall :-" When
prejudice is thus put underfoot, and
the strains of personal bias have been
washed away-when a man consents
to lay aside his vanity and becogie
nature's organ, his elevation is the
instant consequence of his humility."

What we owe to science is beyond
expression. It has tamed the wild
force that rushes through the telegraph
wire, harnessed the steam engine to
serve man's purposes, increased com-
merce by steamboats, railways, elec-
tric cars, and in other ways millions
now find support owing to it, where
before there was only food for thou-
sands. - Wandering tribes by its aid
have become populous nations, and it
has gived tfhem comforts which their
few naked ancestors never dreamt of.
And the daily discoveries tend to
show we are not only on the shore of
a vast unexplored ocean of knowledge.
Yet, students, who have spent years
in education, and would blush to
pronounce Iphegènia, Iphegenìa, or
to show any ignorance respecting the
labors of a famous demi-god, show
no shame in codfessing their ignorance
of the functions of the spinal cord, or
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the normal rate of pulsation, or how
the lungs are inflated. So anxious
are they to keep up the traditions of
2000 years ago, they neglect to study
the structure and functions of their
own bodies.

"Science is only now receiving a
grudging recognition. But we are
fast coming to the denouement, when
the positiuns will be changed, and
while its haughty sisters sink into
unmerited neglect, Science, proclaimed
as highest alike in work and beauty,
will reign supreme."

The productiveness of any people
is limited by their knowledge of
science. One industry is one science
and that science on another, and so
on. Take Navigation; it dependds on
astronomy, which in turn depends on
the glass manufacture, which again
depends on chemistry, and other
arts. Industry, then, will be retarded
by ignorance of scientific subjects, and
the rank and file of our industrial
a&ny cannot ·keep pace with those
who possess a better mental equip-
ment in science to help them.

I have directed your attention
mainly to the assistance which increas-
ed intelligence lends to labor ; now
I wish briefly to point out that want
of education affords great hindrances
to industry, for everything which pre-
vents the laborer from using his
powers to their fullest extent is a
hindrance. Two of the chief of these
are the twin sisters, Ignorance and
Intemperance. Ignorance leads to
crime. The ignorant man cannot en-
joy rational amusement. He frequents
the public-house, becomes intemper-
ate, and then the aching head and the
trembling hand refuse to perform their
ordinary labors. Thus ignorance
leads to poverty, and poverty leads to
crime. Then the tax-payer is put to
the expense of supporting gaols and
lunatic asylums, thus hindering the
industry of the whole community.

Again, education and extreme
poverty are two incompatibles.

People who are educated will, as· a
rule, refuse to herd in these hovels
where the ordinary decencies of life
are absent, and where the germs of
disease find a secure hiding place.
Education enables the people to take
such hygienic precautions as to pre-
vent the spread of epidemics.

In Cromwell's time the death rate
was 70 per thousand per annum, now
it is only 22. Life has been madé
several years longer during the last
two centuries, as shown by the
statistics of life insurance societies.
Sierra Leone has been called " the
white man's grave." Yet, now by
taking sanitary precautions, the En-
glishman is as safe there as in his own
country.

Again, the want of thrift hinders
labor, and this is a mark of the un-
educated man. He has not the fore-
sight and prudence of his educated
brother. Consequently, when thrown
out of work, the State has to bear the
additional burden of supporting both
him and his family, often for consid-
erable periods.

Now, industry is very largely carried
on by co-operation, partnerships, and
joint stock companies, etc., where
trustworthiness is essential to their
formation. The savage could never
form a partnership ; he could not
trust the other partner.

We see then how essential it is
that an industrial community should
be honest and trustworthy, and how
any education which neglects to
cultivate the moral qualities is sadly
at fault.

We, in Vi-toria, have gone in for
secularism with a vengeance, pro-
hibiting Bible-reading except by visit-
ors, and we have also abolished the
teaching of moral lessons except such
as occur incidentally in the reading
books etc. The teacher may, of
course, by his example, inculcate the
most valuable moral lessons daily.
Still, we have no guarantee that' the
cardinal virtues are taught, and surely



they should be, either directly, or by
being incorporated in the reading-
books, either in the form of tales, or
other striking illustrations of their
application. We should at least aim
at a high ideal in this respect, seeing
that the mental powers are guided
and directed by the moral ones. We
see here the scope for good teachers.
We should be the living example of
justice, benevolence, sympathy, order
and industry, and I cannot do better
than conclude with the words of Prof.
Tyndall regarding the teaching pro-
fession :-

" If there be one profession in
England of paramount importance, I
believe it to be that of the schoolmas-
ter ; and if there be a position where
incompetence and ignorance do most

serious tnischief by lowering the moral
tone and exciting cunning and con-
tempt where reverence and noble
truthfulness ought to be the feelings
evoked, it is that of a governor of a
school. When a man of enlarged
heart and mind cones among boys-
when he allows his being to stream
through them, and observes the opera-
tion of his own character evidenced
in the elevation of theirs, it would be
idle to talk of the position of such a
man being honorable. The man is
a blessing to himself and all around
him. Such men, I believe, are to be
found in the country, and it behoves
those who busy themselves with the
mechanics of education at the present
day to find then out. "-A ustralasian
Schilmaster.

ALASKA.

FRANCES M. FERRY.

A REMOTE, frozen, inhospitable
wilderness, holding foreign in-

truders at bay with long, dreary win-
ters and inaccessible mountains-re-
pelling even the native people with
its austerity of climate and relief-
Alaska remains to-day virtually an
uninhabited and unexplored waste,
though neculiarly endowed with riches
that have long lured the hardy and
venturous to seek fortune within its
bounds.

Alaska is divided by nature into
three parts : Aleutian Alaska, consist-
ing of the narrow peninsula and vol-
canic islands south of the Behring sea,
whose eruptions winter before inst
made the whole sea seem ablaze and
excited considerable comment, is in-
habited by a few piscatory Indians
known as the Aleuts. Northern
Alaska, the vast territory north of the
mountains, embracing that portion of
the Yukon basin west of the 141st

meridian, is the Alaska of ice and
snow and Esquimaux ; its seas abound
in whales and seals, its rivers in sal-
mon and gold. Southern Alaska,
which includes the southern and
western slopes of the great mountain
range whose ridge forns the boundary
between British Columbia and Alaska,
and mountain ranges separated from
the mainland and from each other by
deep sea-claimed valleys, has now
nearly lost its identity as the home of
the Hiada Indians, the land of totem-
poles, thé theatre of glaciers, the site
or rich gold fields, and the background
of Sitka, and is for the present the key
to the Klondike. In this role it has
gained more notoriety than in all
others combined, and it is safe to say
that thousands who never heard of
Muir glacier, the Hiada Indians,
Douglas Island, or the Greek church
of Sitka, are now familiarwith Juneau,
Dyea, and Chilkoot pass,

Alaska.
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The climate of Alaska is not so
severe as might be expected from its
latitude, owing to the genial influence
of the Kuro Siwo, or Japanese cur-
rent, and the warm southwest winds.
There is a narked difference in the
climate of northern and southern
Alaska, since the high mountains cir-
cling the coast (numbering among
them such peaks as Mount St. Elias,
Mount Fairweather, Mount Logan)
form a wind barrieï, protecting the
coast region from the bitter northeast
winds, and shutting out the warm,
moisture-laden winds of the Pacific
from the Yukon district, though,
fortunately, the rain winds :i: climb
some passes impassible or unknown
to mar,and their meliorating inftuence
is felt even in that icy region, whose
annual temperature is 25 degrees
Fahrenheit, and where 70 degrees be-
low in winter is not uncommon. The
conditions along the coast are suited
to bring about great precipitation,
snow-capped mountains intercepting
warm, wet winds, and the rainfall is
extraordinary. The average is 250
days of rain or snow in a year ; fog
and mist are continuous, ALust being
the only month when mountain tops
are visible. A despondent ·tourist
asked a squaw if it rained all the time
at Juneau, and was amazed to hear
her reply, made with perfect gravity,
" Oh, no; it snows sometimes." Even
white people who live there become
so used to wet weather that they do
not mind it in the least, but on the
contrary long for rain if two or three
dry days succeed each other.

Southern Alaska supports a scatter-
ed Indian population, divided into
tribes and sub-tribes. These Indians
are of medium height, and are usually
fat and comely. The stranger does
not at first approve of such abundant
flesh and such rich coloring, but soon
discovers a change in his standard of
beauty by his condemnation of the
most robust specimens of nis own race

as pale and puny. The men have
adopted European dress, but the
" kleutchmen " adhere to their com-
fortable blankets and kerchiefs. They
have their vanities, and use a cosmetic
in which they have infinite confidence
as a preservative of the bloom of
youth. It is a solution of charcoal
and fish oil, which they smear upon
their faces either to improve their
complexions or as a sign of mourning.
They are fond of beads and brace-
lets, and their blankets and kerchiefs
must be the gayest attainable, but the
niost brilliant can not cheapen their
brown and red faces.

The Indians differ greatly in dis-
position and morality, and range from
the fiercest and most degraded tribes
to those that are peaceable and amen-
able to the influences of civilization.
They are lazy and slow, but strong,
patient, and enduring, and in such
work as weaving, basket making, and
carving, surprisingly skilful. The
costly and elaborate chilkat blankets,
woven by them, are in great demand.
They show great dexterity in convert-
ing silver coins, with the aid of knife
and hammer, into souvenir spoons,
neatly finished and engraved with
characteristic devices, their baskets
are superior in beauty and workman-
ship to other Indian baskets, and their
carvings in wood and stone prove
them descendants of the totem-pole
makers.

An Alaskan Indian .village consists
of a line o rude hovels built along the
shore just escaping tide line. Each
house has a canoe before its door, not
a frail birchbark canoe, but a craft
capable of holding thirty people, made
by hollowing out the trunk of a gigan-
tic cedar. The Indians that attach
themselves to white settlements build
along the coast in the same way, with
their canoes before their doors and
their graveya:ds on the mountainsides
back of their houses. Their dwellings
vary from the large clan houses at
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Sitka, gaily painted with totems, to
the squalid shak with mud floor, in
the middle of which burns the fire
kindled to serve the three-fold pur-
pose of warming the filthy apartments,
cooking the viands, and smoking the
winter supply of fish that is suspended
on frames where the smoke will find
it on its way to the opening in the
roof left for it to escape. The odor
of an Indian village is something
never to be forgotten. The refuse of
fish lyi-ig about everywhere accounts
partially for it.

Alaskan Indians are at home on the
water, but avoid the mountains. When
it is necessary to go hunting, a canoe
loaded with dogs and men (every
Indian hut harbors at least a score of
dogs) is rowed to the desired place,
the dogs are sent up into the moun-
tains to drive down the game which
is then shot by the waiting huntsmen.

There are numerous white settle-
ments in Southern Alaska. Sitka, the
capital, and Juneau, the metropolis,
are chief among them. Sitka is in.
teresting as the seat of government,
for its extremely beautiful location,
for its quaintness and history, for the
Greek church, the old cannon marked
with the double-headed eagle, and the
ancient log-houses, relics of Russian
America, and for its traditions, but it
is unique, and in no way characteristic
of modern Alaska. Juneau, on the
other hand, is typical of the numerous
mining towns of mushroom growth
that perch upon the mountain sides,
wedge their way into valleys, and hang
upon the reluctant and inhospitable
coasts of that country whose surface
will not allow towns to nestle and look
at home. It is a compact little ham-
let between the sea and dark toWering
mountains Across the bay lies Doug-
las Island, where the famous Tread-
well mill is situated, the largest stamp-
ing mill in the world. The waters in
the harbor of Juneau are rough and
discolored by the water brought down

from the mines. The lofty mountains,
with dark green mantes and ermine
caps, rising immediately behind the
city would bury it with snowslides
were it not for the protection of inter-
vening hills built by avalanches. The
village is saved from ugliness hy the
kindly A laskan moss which has a
wonderful way of softening down
plain, graceless outlines, and conceal-
ing the newness and commonness of
its mean little frame buildings. An
old skid :oad and two or three mud
ways, churned where much used to a
perfect broth, are all that Juneau has
to show in the line of roads, for
vehicles are little used in that rough
country, and rubber boots ara cheaper
than pavements.

No permanent improvements are
attempted, as Juneau's citizens are
there for gain, not to spend ; to get
rich and go back to their homes in the
States.

There are about three thousand
whites in Juneau and as many In-
dians, but it is not an ircorporated
town and municipal affairs take care
of themselves. Stores are open Sun-
day, the innumerable beer saloons
are open seven days in the week and
tventy-four hours in the day ; music,
dancing, and drinking seem never to
cease. Whiskey is prohibited by the
government, and home-brewed beer
is the only drink sold. The minets
are a rough class of men, the Indians
are evil and sinister looking, and Ju-
neau is pronounced a wicked little
town. But it is not wholly bad. It
has its mission, churches, and schools,
and many of the homes, though small
and snug, give evidence of refinement
and luxury. Soft carpets, draperies,.
electric lights, fine china, musical-
instruments, pictures, books, andi
polite children are not rare. The-
stores have a large asportmnent of
goods, quite up-to-date in all depart-
ments, offered at prices verv little in
advance of those demanded in Seattle.
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The work going on in Alaska now
seems a plundering rather than a de-
veloping of the country. A country
can only be developed by a people
who look upon it as home, and the, at
best, semi-civilized Indians are the
only ones who so regard Alaska. Our
government is doing what it can to
save these half-tanied children of the
wilderness from the vices and give
them some of ihe benefits of civiliza-
tion by keeping " fire water " away
from them and providing schools for
their little ones. These schools are
in charge of earnest and efficient
teachers and are supplied with the
books and school appurtenances in

use in the most progressive schools in
the United States. The teachers say
that the little Indian children are
very successful with manual and artis-
tic work and love it, but make 'slow
work of arithmetic and grammar.

The Christian hurches, Greek,
Roman and Protestant, are doing
their part to enlighten this simple
people, but it is doubtful whether, de-
spoiled of game and fish, they can
long hold their own against the cruel
avidity of the whites who promise to
leave Alaska a greater wilderness than
they found it.-Puiblick cIool Journal,
Ill.

GOOD CITIZENS.

BY FIDELIS.

W E have all heard much, from timeto time, about the importance of
religious teaching in our schools-asub-
ject which, a> .;e also know, has been
made a brand of discord among our
Canadian people. Yet so much ex-
citement on this poipt seems to be
somewhat superfluous, so long as there
is so much to be done-and so mnch
generally left undone-in making our
schools the means of training :ood
.and law-abiding citizens from the most
purely moral point of view 1 No.
thing indeed can be farther from the
intention of the present writer than to
minimize the power of truly Christian
training, but let us remember tiiat, in
the education of the race, the elemen-
tary moral teaching of Sinai Tire-
ceded, by a long way, the higher
spiritual influences of Galilee ; and if
the A B C of law-abiding citizenship
and morality are not taught in our
schools, it ýwould be of little practical
use to overlay this lack with a veneer
of doctrinal genera''ties, such as make

up too large a proportion of our
average Sunday-school teaching.

If the State undertakes to pay for
the education of its youthful popula-
tioh, thus relieving individual parents
of the expense, and if it compels the
same youthful population to áttend
the schools it has provided, it is clear
that the only justidcation for thus
educating the children at the expense
of the community must be the educa-
tion and trai. ng of good and useful
citizens, who are to build up a future
orderly and lw-abiding generation.
That any State system should aim at
no less than this, and should adopt
the best possible means of accom-
plishing its aim, is what the commun-
ity has a right to expect. Now it is
only too evident to careful observers
that, with all thespread of education,
and all the vaunted improvements of
our public schonl syster, the practice
qf petty offences against law and order
-nay, a spirit of reckless lawlessness
and defiance of order-are notorious-



ly prevalent among a large section
,of our youth-growing with our coun-
try's growth, and -increasing with our
population. And the public school is
the only place where this rapidly
spreading evil can be certainly met in
its beginning, and nipped in the bud.
Attendance at the Sunday-school is
tiot, of course, compulsory, nor can
the character of its teaching be sub-
mitted to any State supervision. And
we have only to look around us to be
aware how hopelessly untit and un-
likely many parents are to meet the
-evil by a careful and judicious home
training.

In these circumstances it cught
surely to be one of the very first aims of
our school syster to correct Lh , defi-
ciencies of parents in the moral as well
as intellectual training of their chil-
dren, by bestowing its most careful

attention on the training of good
-citizens. And to this end, definite
teaching on the subject is ..eeded. It
is all very well to assemble mass meet-
ings of children in some public place,
and teach them to wave flags and
cheer, and sing " The Maple Leaf
Forever 1 " It will seldom occur to
them to connect this sort of entertain-
-ment with the duty of respecting their
neighbor's property, and doing their
part towards preserving the public-
safety and order. Nor willl it do to
trust vaguely -o the moral influence ok
the teacher. No doubt every good
teacher's influence will be, to a cer-
extent, on the side of mnality in gen-
eral, but here again we need some-
thing much more detinite to be re-
quired. Many of our teachers are too
young and inexperienced to be really
aware of the evils they have to cope
with, or even of how they are to en-
-deavor to meet these evils. Moreover,
the niimber of lessons they have daily
to hear and the number of subjects
they have to teach so fills up both
time and mind that it is little wonder
if the training in good citizenship is,

in the great m.ijority of cases, over-
looked or forgotten.

Now, neither children r.or adults
can be expected to learn. to obey laws
of which they are in absolute ignor-
ance, and it is not too much to say
that the great majority of our school-
children are t'terly ignorant of the ex-
istence of statutes-and of penalties
for breaking thein -against which they
are nevertheless perpetually transgress-
ing. oftener from sht-er thoughtless-
ness than from any other cause. Their
parents themselves are too often so lax
in their own morality that they think
very little of the matter if their cildren
help themselves to *their neighbur's
fruit and flowers whenever they feel a
desire to do so, and are much aggrieved
if the theft is called by its right name.
Small boys go about ainilessly seeking
amusement for thcnselves wherever
they can find it, and ii uitter ignor.
ance of the harm they are doing ;
ignorant, too, that they are law-break-
ers En so doing-will cut and bark
trees, - shake and break them when
r.ewly planted, and light fires in woods
even in times of drougli, without the
least realizntion of the serious nature

-of the offence. They have found
their mischievous pranks so often
tolerated and treated hghtly, that they
go on light-heartedly to their destruc-
tion of property witb no little damage
both to private and public well being.
Canada has recently had large tracts
of country desolated by forest fires, a
cause of untold loss throughout her
whole paÎt,-an'd we have a statute for-
bidding the starting of such fires, -ader
a heavy penalty, Yet our children, in
general, know nothing of this law, nor
do they realize the serious risks in-
volved, and, notwithstanding all our
bitter experience, boys go out to the
|-iods and recklessly start hres, for

t their own amusement, without a
i though. of possible results. Were

they taught the seriôusness of such an
offence against the law, an? 'he heavy

Good Citizen8.
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penahy incurred, it would ceriainly,
in iany cases, prevent the offence.
Similarly, if they were taught some-
thing of the penalties attached to the
injuring of trees, and the reason why
such penalties are impored, it would
gently tend to check the acts of youth-
ful vandalism, committed in sheer
thoughtlessness, from which small
place., especially, perpetually suffer.
In many places, too, orchard and gar-
den robbing have become such a pest
as greatly to discourage smal! fruit-
growers from their too often fruitless
labors. A little pointed instruction
on this he. d in school, with a refer-
ence to the general conduct of the
pupils in giving them pass certificates,
would have its perceptible effect on
this evil also.

It is growing into an accepted fact
that our schools are not for mere
book-learning, but for fitting the
pupils, as far as may be, for the future
duties of life. To this end we are in-
troducing manual training, which is so
important to the many who are destin-
ed to follow some handicraft for a
livelihood. Now, as all our boys and
girls are destined, if they live, to the
responsibilities of good citizenship,
while not one-tenth, in all probability,
can be expected to develop into
scholars, the training in citizenship is
of far greater importance ., the
training in scholarship. It is oi much
more consequence to the community
whether Tom, Dick, or Harry learns
to be an orderly and industrious
citizen than that he should be able
interpret Shakespeare, or work ait
prcblems in mathematics, which may
never be of the slightest use in after
life. Why, then, should not our
schools become, in the very first
place, training-schools for good
citizens ? Why should not the two
kindred principles of truth-telling and
keeping one's word be taught as
strenuously as the rules of arithmetic ?
Is not good conduct worth more than

good grammnar, since the bii!ding of
<.haracter in the rising generation is
the truest wealth a country can
possess ? Surely, then, we should
have in our schools, as the foundation-
stone of all true progress, a careful
training in plain morality, an endeav-
or to instil high principles of action,
which, if insisted on as an important
part of every teacher's duty, would
soon have its effect in -aising the tone
of practical morality among our
people, especially in places where this
tone is now lamentably low. The in-
tellectual pogress would be advanced
by the same means, for principle would
tell in all studies, and perhaps the
wretched practice of " cribbidg,"
which has become such a plague-spot
among us, would then be in time
stamped out. Why should not there
be suspended in every schoul, in large
letters, as the guiding motto, that in-
spired Goldon Rule which is the basis
of all social order ? Why, in addition
to this, should we not also have,
plainly printed on large placards, the
statutes which hear on such offences
against property and person and the
dumb animais as boys especially are
always prone thoughtlessly to com-
mit ? Why should not these be ex-
plained and enforced by the teacher
from time to time, and examinations
occasionally held on them ? And, to-
complete the work, why should we
not have a simple text-book on good
citizenship and public morality, which
should have a prominent place in the
school curriculum, and a knowledge
of which should count for not a little
in the pass examinations ? In time,
we might thus have a generation
somewhat more free, not only from,
ordinary dishonesty, but also from
political corruption and the eager
desire to fill individual pockets out of
the public funds. In short, we should
begin to have truer patriots and better
citizens !

As the sources of our immigration



widen, the level of home morality
is sure to degenerate. We can de-
pend only on our schools for training
good citizens. In the past the atten-
tion of teachers has been too exclusive-
ly turned toward the cultivation of
the intellect. Let us hope that signs
which he who runs might read will not
be disregarded, and that for the pre-

sent we may cease to quarrel about
instruction in theology, until we shall
have done a little more in the direc.
tion of teaching the children in simple
morality-in those things which are
true and just and lovely and of good
report, against which there is no law,
and can be no rational opposition.-
The estminster.

COMPOSITION AND RHETORIC.

HARVARD COMMITTEE.

T HE celebrated series of reports of
the Harvard committee on com-

position- and rhetoric, which have
caused so wholesome a perturbation
in the educational world, has corne
to an end. There have been four of
them, each loaded with dynamire,
and the members of the committee,
Charles Francis Adams, E. L.-God-
kin, and George R. Nutter, think that
the desired object has been accom.
plished and that further discussion
may be postponed till 1920, or
-thereabouts. It is difficult to exag-
gerate the importance of the statement
made in the last of these reports, No.
71, that " the attainment of the end
it has all along had in view may be
assumed. Correct, elementary, writ-
ten English will in the near future be
scientifically taught as part of the prim-
.aryand secondaryeducation. la brief,
the colleges will soòn be able to drop
the rudimentary vork in grammar,
-spelling and composition which has
been forced upon them, and confine
themselves to the proper field of col-
legiate work,- while the many gradu-
.ates of the lower schools who are
unable to go to college will no longer
te left without a sound training in the
use of their mother tongue. It is a
long stride forward, and the Harvard
«committee has had a large share in its
accomplishment. In one of itt earlier
reports, the famous No. 28, the coin-

mittee mercilessly exposed the weak-
ness of entering sfreshmen by giving
specimens of their work, reproduced
in fac-simile. In its last document it
undertakes to show some of the causes
of this weakness and to point out the
wrong ideals which many schools have
adopted in their haste to comply with
the sharp lesson from Harvard. To
this end all the students in the
varions English courses at Harvard
were requested to describe the work
in composition which they had before
entering college, and to criticise it in
the light of their subseq.aent experience
and instruction. Extracts from the
1,3oo papers received have been se-
lected, classified, and published in
the present report.

The documents areentertaining and
instructive in a high degree, and the
reader can readily make allowance for
the measure of injustice which could
hardly fail tioresult from setting so
many immature young persons to
criticise their former teachers. But
after eliminating prejudiced criti-
cism, and it should be said that
nearly all the papers presented show
a commendable fairness of spirit, there
is still abundance of evidence of the
faulty and ill-judged character of the
instruction given. As tò the actual
attainments of the graduates of secon-
dary schools, the committee finds that
while there has been encouraging pro-

CompositL .n and Rhetoric.
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gress, there is still plenty of room for
improvement: " About 25 per cent. of
the students now admitted tQ Harvard
are unable to write their mother
tongue with the ease and freedom
absolutely necessary to enable them
to proceed advantageously in any col-
lege course, The requirements for
admission to college should be raised
to the point of compelling candidates
to prepare their examination papers
neatly, legibly, and with a certain
amount of mechanical facility, includ-
ing a decent regard for penmanship,
grammar, and spelling."

The schools seen to have misunder-
stood the new college requirements in
English, and apparently assume that
" the institutions of secondary edu-
cation are expected annually to send
up for admission to college solid
phalanxes of potential authors, essay-
ists, and litterateurs," and the com-
mittee finds thc evidence of misdirect-
ed effort and unintelligent zeal to
" verge on the pathetic." It is the
uriversity, not the preparatory school,
the repoit bluntly proceeds, which has
to do with " style " and " individual-
ity," "mass, coherence, and form,"
with, in a word, that much abused and
misused branch of study known in
educational parlance as "rhetoric."
On the other hand : " The province
of the preparatory schools is to train
the scholar, boy or girl, and train him
or her thoroughly, in what can only
be described as the elements and
rudiments of written expression,-
they should teach facile, clear pen-
manship, correct spelling, simple
grammatical construction, and neat,
workmanlike, mechanical exec.ition.
And this is uo slight or simple task.
It certainly, as these papers show, is
not generally accomplished now."
. But neither all the blame nor all
the work must be put upon the shoul-
ders of the special· teachers of Eng-
lish. If the documents given iu this
report prove anything, it is that the

only efficient and satisfactory method
of imparting this fundamental mastery-
of writing is by incidental instruction
in connection with other branches of'
study. Not only is the time that can,
be given for set work in composition-
limited, but it is difficult to get the
youthful pupil interested in it. It
seems to be something quite aside
from his school study-a vexatious
and burdensome " extra." But if the
study of English is carried into every
lesson-room, if Latin, Greek, geogra-
phy, history, and mathematics all are
made to contribute their share, quite
another face is put upon the matter.
Instead of being a polite and suppos-
edly useless accomplishment, to be
laboriously tackled once a week,.
writing becomes the indespensible
tool of daily work. The objection.
invariably made to this suggestion is-
that there is no time, and so the com-
mittee proceeds to demonstrate that
all this may be done without loss of
time or the expenditure of additional
work :

Every other day, for instance, the-
recitation from the classics would be,.
not oral, but, as in the college, written.
The scholars when they came .into
the class, would appear with a written
translation in their hands. Instead,
then, of rendering the lesson of the
day orally, as now, such of them as
were called on would read from the
papers they had prepared. These
papers the instructor could take, in
the class, glance over them, and
satisfy himself as to the execution ;
the papers of such as were not called
upon at that recitation would then be
handed to the master for such further
examination as he might wish to give
to themi, or consigned directly to the
waste-paper basket; in either case the
scholars would have had their drill
in preparing the lesson, and their
turn to be called upon would
come some other day. The, whole
class is not necessarily called on for



oral recitation now ; it would not be
called on for written recitation then.
The severe, constant, daily discipline
and practice would, all the same, have
been undergone; and the master
would have disposed of his work dur-
ing school-hours.

0f course, this daily exercise in
writing should not be a substitute for
the special work in Enghsh, but only
an auxiliary to it. The main point is
to make the pen an indispensable tool,
to keep the pupil using it till it is as
familiar to his hand as a hammer or
saw is to a carpenter. And if in ad-

STATE TEXT-BOOKS.

A T the recent meeting of the Penn-sylvania State Association of
School Directors, Mr. William Mc-
George, Jr., of Cynwydd, Montgom-
ery county, discussed the question,
"Should the State Control and Pub.
lish School Text-Books ?" He said,
in part :

What does this question pre-sup-
pose and involve ? It may mean
either that the state edits, manufac-
tures and supplies text-books ; or
that the state simply selects them.
Whichever horn of the dilemma its
advocates may take, they are thereby
making one of the most deadly assaults
possible upon the integrity and effi-
ciency of our school systein.

It is amazing that this book ques-
tion can be seriously proposed so near
the beginning.of the twentieth cen-
tury, even if there were no experience
to draw upon. But what can it mean
to-day, in the face of the unanimous
testimony of the school men of Ver-
mont, and Maryland, and California,
nd Oregon, and Minnesota, and

Indiana-everywhere that it has been
tried-to the effect that the working

f such laws in any form produces
vil, and only evil results.

How has 'uniformity " worked
where it has been tried ? If hu-
man testimony is worth anything,
the educators who have watched the
working of these books should know
them. Hear what they say. One
superintendent in Minnesota says :
" Our text-book system has retarded
the true progress of the schools." An-
other : " If every trial exhausts some
tempting form of error, then truly the
experience of this state sh >uld. deter
others from experimenting in the
school-book business." Still another:
" I do not think state uniformity is
desirable ; the books are not uniform
here, as the state books have been
laid aside for something better." And
so on, indefnitely.

HoDn. B. G. Northrup, ex-secretary
of Connecticut State Board of Edu-
cation, says : " The lessons of ex-
perience are decisive upon this point.
The states which have tried this sov-
ereign remedy of enforced uniformity
have found it worse than the disease.
Wherever such a law has been fairly
tried it has soon been repealed."-

Ex-State Supt. Henry Rabb, of
Illinois, says : " It has been frequent-
ly tried in other states, and uniformly

State Text-Books.

dition to this constant and stringently
corrected elementary work, the school-
boys can be led to read a great deal
of standard English literature, not
with any notion of emulating it, or
even of analyzing it critically, a task
.which may be left for maturer years,
there need be no fear as to the quality
of their preparation. The HIarvard
committee has pointed out the correct
way so plainly and so forcibly that
there can be no excuse for schooli
which fail to perform this modest, but
ab3olutely esjential work.-Public
Opinion.
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failed, whether the books have been
manuiaccured, purchased, or selecied
by. state authority."

Indiana and California 'tells the
same story. Uniformity is not desir-
able, even were it possible. Every
community should have the right to
choose such text-books as are adapted
to its needs. And the power to change
text-books should also be carefully
preserved and surrounded by every
possible safeguard. Even the inert
soil wants a change of manure and
products.

Does the idea of econony or
cheapness attract you? When were
excellent school books ever so cheap
as they are to-day ? But pn this
question let us see vhat those who
have tried it say of the plan :

In California, the state printer esti-
mated that he could produce 500,000
text-books for $89 ooo. Before he
had published 187,000 volumes, he
had expended $357,ooo, and like
Oliver Twist, was asking for more.

In Indiana, a few years ago, a law
was passed, providing for the state
publication of text-books. After the
lapse of some time, a partial list was
made, which extended only to the
lower grades of pupils. The high
school books, as before, were furnish-
ed by publishers. This list of books,
which were to be published according
to law, was first published by a syndi-
cate, or school book company, as it
was called, and after operating a year
or two, the company sold out to the
American Book Company, and the
greater portion of the school book trade
of the state of Indiana is now under the
control of the last named company.

In Minnesota, the verdict of super-
intendents and other experts reads
thus: " ilhe books are inferior in
manner of presenting subjects and in
general make-up." " Nobody ex-
cept the contractor and a few in his
interest likes the books-and why
should they not ?" " They are more

expensive, because they do not
satisfy the requirements." " It dis-
courages competition ; it favors mon-
opoly ; the law was conceived in cor-
ruption, and passed in the interest of
the jobber, who needed a contract
and got it." " Tne .state books are
shams, in matter and make." " There
is no real saving to the people.'' "As
to the cheapness of books, there has
never been a time, since long before
this law was contemplated, that su-
perior books to those furnished by the
contractor could not hive been pur-
chased at as good figures."

To sum up the whole question, this
scheme of state uniformity in text-
books has been a failure wherever
tried. It has not, could not, and
would not reduce the cost. School
books now are the cheapest books
published. It would be absolutely
impossible for the state to make books
as well as those furnished by the pub-
lishers, and each commanity should
be considered able and competent to
choose its own text-books. Remem-
ber text-books grow; they are not and
cannot be made to order, and there-
fore it is ridiculous to suppose the
wisest committee could at once ori-
ginate improved books. This idea of
uniformity bars all progress. Text-
books produced under such a system
are so poor that they prevent mental
development. They stimulate teach-
ers to violate law and get around the
prescribed text-books, and even the
most advisable and necessary changes
cannot be made without the consent
of the contractor.

In conclusion, have you considered
what would be the effect of adopt-
ing any set of books,however good,on
the children ? Have you stopped to
consider the cost to them, and th(
injury done to a whole generation ir
its education ? If a set of books art
adopted for a given number of years.
would there, or could there be any im
provement ? If books nust be bough.



the Sea ; you will be unable to shake
them off. For the sake of the schools,
for the sake of the children, let us un-
animously protest against aný and all
such legislation.

THE SECURE HOLD OF EDUCATION.

NE of those controversies about
education which break out from

time to time, no one knows how, is
now raging in England. Everything
seems to be quiet, all the principles
settled, the schools and the univer-
sities going serenely about their work ;
when suddenly all is confusion and
turmoil. The trouble usually arises
from a radical or startling utterance
by some innovator or lover of paradox.
He perhaps questions or denies one
or more of the fundamental theories
of modern education. Thereupon
the whole learned world at once.agog;
the air is thick with big-wigs and lexi-
cons ; the entire subject of education
is threshed out again, to the last
straw, with a young zeal as if nothing
had ever been said or written about
it before. Then a long breath is
drawn, and quiet reigns again until
the next disturber of the peace comes
along.

Prof. Mahaffy appears to have been
the one to fire the train this time.
He chose the occasion of giving some
prizes at Mason College, Birming-
ham, not to congratulate the lucky
recipients on their attainments and
advantages, but to take up a doleful
parable against modern education in
general. He doubted if the schools
gave as good an education as they
did thirty years ago; at any rate, he
had discovered frightful ignorance
among graduates of his acquaintance.
Anyhow, even if the education of to-
day were skilfully conducted, what
were its results ? He had himself
known students of his own in Trinity
College, Dublin, to turn out remark-

able criminals. Did that not argue
something wrong with the system ?
He modestly said nothing about what
it argued in the teachers. But, how-
ever that might be, he had the gravest
doubts whether the diffusion of edu-
cation had diffused morality or happi-
ness. We looked about, and on ail
hands what did we see? Discontent,
degeneracy, loose thinking and looser
morals, wretched lives, and a hope-
less outlook.

Perhaps the most effective com-
ment upon these gloomy remarks of
Prof. Mahaffv's was that made a little
later by the Duke of Devonshire in
opening a new technical school. He
declined to enter into an abstract
discussion of the question whether
education was essential or really con-
duced to happiness. The practical
truth to recognize was that the people
had pronounced for popular educa-
tion, and that, therefore, it must go
on. They have the power to decide,
and they will never decide to allow
themselves or their descendants to
fall back into the state of general
ignorance which marked the time
when, some are saying, people were
happier, if more ignorant. The secure
hold of education in the modern world
is due to the fact that, whether or
not it makes people happier or better,
it is necessary for then, if they are to
continue to exist. Thus education
takes its place as a necessary part of
the struggle for existence.

This is, of course, especially true
of technical education. Science and
art enter more and more intimately
into the conduct of every one of our

The Secure Bold of Education.

-of him, would the contractor spend
money to improve them ? Remem-
ber, that once this monster gets a hold
on you-once let these books in-
and they will be like the Old Man of
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great industries. If they are to con-
tinue, and to support the masses of
the populatian that depend upon them
for a livelihood, they must be more
and more profoundly studied.
Methods, processes, machines must
be given the highest efficiency. That
means necessarily a trained body of
workers. It has been conclusively
proven that the gr-ontth of German
manufacturers, and of German manu-
factures, and of German exports of
manufactured goods, is due primarily
to the application of German science
to the business. It is not tariffs,
high or low, not trade either follow-
ing or preceding " the flag," not reci-
prosity, nor any other kind of jugglery,
but just the plain, downright pdtting
of highly specialized knowledge at the
service of manufacturers, which has
raised the hue and cry about "made
in Germany."

Into this question of competition
and of comparative national superior-
ity it is not necessary to enter. But
it should be reassuring, to those who
sometimes feel doubtful if our present
enthusiasm for education will continue
thus to be reminded of its powerful
grip on the life of the world. The
more complex life becomes, the more
varied and specialized the pursuits of
men, so much the stronger is the hold
of education. To be thoroughly in-

structed in the scientific comprehen-
sion of arts and crafts is necessary not
simply to their flourishing, but to
their very existence. A fiaggings of
attention or intelligence in one coun-
try means the instant forging to the
front of another; so that, at least as
regards technical education, its foster-
ing and success link themselves to the
very life of the nation.

This assured, the test is assured.
Technical education builds itself upon
and implies general education. Suc-
cessful industries mean wealth and
com fort and leisure ; and those mean,
in selected minds at least, 'the higher
intellectual pleasures. "Shall we-
have Latin verse writing ?" is a ques-
tion lately brought up in England.-
Well, if we have a broadly based
popular education, and a science and
industry nourished by the best results
of study, we shall also have those who-
pursue the recondite or the ornamen-
tal in education. The two things go-
together. At any rate, it is idle to-
talk of the good old times of content-
ed ignorance and unquestioning faith..
Their grace, if they had any, is that
of a day that is dead. AL that re-
mains for us is to make better new
times out of the insatiate curiosity and
scrutinizing inqliry which have come-
into the world to stay.-The Evening
Post.

THE POETS OF OLD ISRAEL.

Old Israel's readers of the stars,
I love them best. Musing, they read,
In embers of the heavenly hearth,
High truths were never learned below.
They asked not of the barren sands,
They questioned not that stretch of

death :
But upward froim the humble tent
They took the staivway of the hills:

Upward they clomb, bold in their trust,
To pluck the glory of the stars.
Faith falters, knowledge does not

know,
Fast, one by one the phantoms fade:
But that strange light, unwavering,.

lone,
Grasped fromthelowered handofGod,
Abides, unquenched, forevermore.



EDITORIAL NOTES.

"Deliver not the tasks of might
To weakness, neither hide the ray
From those, not blind, who wait

day,
Tho' sittiug girt with doubtfal light.

for

The mid-winter holidays have come
and gone and our readers have again
returned to their labors. One sym-
pathizes with them in their work. And
when we make a retrospect of the
past year's moveaents in favor of an
improved education for Canada, we
feel that the activities which have been
.iiaugurated are not likely to waver
until our common country' takes the
highest place among the nations, as
a progressive education of educational
forces. The favor with which the
proposal to establish a National Edu-
cational Bureau at Ottawa has been
received, indicates the tendency to-
wards a national unification of inter-t
ests that is to be met with in the var,
ious provinces, and when the proposal
comes to be thoroughly understood
by those who are in a position to give
it a practical turn, it will not be diffi-
cult to foretell how readily it will be
hailed by al' as un fait accompli, bear-
ing with it a much more desired con-
centration of national interests. The
provinces of Quebec and Manitoba,
so busy with the setting of their own
houses in order, can hardly be expect-
ed to give much heed to a problem
that involves an outer progress. Yet
when these provinces come to under.
stand that the functions of a central
Bureau of Education cannot possibly
interfere with their provincial rights,
they will no doubt join ardently with
the other sections of the Dominion in
a scheme that is sure to prornote the
most wholesome of national senti-
ments.

About two years ago there was con-

" That from Discussion's lips rnay fall
With Life, that, working strongly

binds-
Set in all lights by many minds,

So close the interests of all."

siderable discussion in the Education-
al Association of Ontaric on the
question of post-graduate studies at
the University of Toronto. The
current of expressed opinion then was
rather against post graduate studies,
and in favor of more emphatic con-
centration upon the ordinary Arts
course leading to the B.A. degree.
The establishment of a course of
studies leading to the degree of Doc-
toi of Philosophy has been announced
by the University of Toronto. In
the veiy nature of things such a step
was inevitable. The young men of
Canada must have an opportunity of
following their inclination in the mat-
ter of learning ; and this granted, the
degree follows, as a matter of course.
Many students, after taking their
B.A. in Canada, went to other coun-
tries for research ; to the Universities
of Great Britain, Germany, and Uni-
ted States of America. This desire
for knowledge is worthy of high com-
mendation. The experience and en.
largement of view obtained by resid-
ing for a year or two at the Universi-
ties of Great Britain, for instance, are
of inestimable value to a man, and
therefore beneficial to any country

-whose sons spend time and money in
this way. But many are not able to
go from home for this laudable pur-
pose of post-graduate work, and ar-
just as desirous and capable as thor -
who can. Therefore it becomes a
matter of necessity, we may say, to-
make provision for them, a mrch lar-
ger class than the former. We are
aware that post-graduate work, more
or less, has been in operation at sev-

Editoria, Notes.
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eral Universities in Canada for a few
years past. The University of Tor-
onto has formally set forth the work
to be done and the attendance re-
quired as a prerequisite for the
obtaining of the degree of Dactor of
Philosophy. This is unquestionably
a large undertaking. Our earnest hope
is that the University may find plenty
of money and men competent to
justify her in her bold venture.

In our last issue we referred to the
Manitoba School Question, and late
events have not turned us away from
the general opinion that the settle-
ment of the educational affairs of that
province is no longer a political ques-
tion, but a social one, and may now
safely be left in the hands of the peo-
ple of Manitoba themselves. Federal
or toreign interference is now not
likely to have much weight in the
counsels of a Province that has made
up its mind to provide for its rising
generation the very best that is going,
in the way of a common school educa-
tion. There will no doubt be amend-
ments to the laws and forms of
administration as time goes on, some
of them possibly to be looked upon as
privileges by some and disadvantages
by others. But the question is now
happily out of the hands of the
politicians and the professional issues
at stake, will of a certainty, remove
the differences of opinion, further and
further from the political arena ; and
the sympathy of a common provincial
educational policy, will just as surely,
in the near future seek for an outer
sympathy in the interlinking of pro-
fessional interests that a Central
Dominion Bureau of Education is
sure to promote. Indeed the men
who have charge of the educational
systems of the varions provinces,
were among the first to sympathize
with the objects for which the Domin-
ion Association of Teachers was first-
organized, and as a practical outcome

from the work of such an association
there can surely be no more worthy
project than the organization of the
Dominion Bureau of Education.

The educational affaics of Quebec,
are evidently again ir the hands of
the politicians, and it is hardly safe
to say how they will fare before they
have again been relegated to the con-
stituted authorities who have had tbe
handling of them so long. During
the discussion of the new Bill in the
Legislature many things were said
that perhaps had better have been left
unsaid, while many things were said
that showed how little our public men
s3metimes know ot the measures that
tend to improve a school system.
The main question under discussion
was whether there should be * a
Minister of Education or a superin-
tendent; a thesis that is not unfami-
liar to the people of- Ontario, and.one
that is never likely to be permanently
settled to the satisfaction of ali, unless
when a good man and a conscientious
happens to hold the reins in the
Education Department.

TEACHERS.

The total number of teachers in
Manitoba in 1896 was 1,143 ; in Ont-
ario 8,158; in Manitoba 585 'men
were in charge of schools, and 558
women; in Ontario the numbers were
2,695 men aud 5,465 women. In
Manitoba the average salary paid in
rural schools was $411.85, in Ontario
the average salary was for men $408,
and for women $298 including cites,
towns, etc. Not infrequently we find
such as the following in our public
prints :-

" Teachers wanted for-school,
salary $250." We in Ontario are ex-

I pected to be proud of our school sys-
tem. Yet such advertisenents as the
above are not uncommon in our news-
papers. Just think of it 1 A mian
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a woman whose education, if he or
she is at all qualified for such a posi-
tion, must have cost many years of
hard study, and hundreds or thousands
of dollars wanted at considerably less
remuneration than that of a washer-
woman ! And yet this is not the worst.
In hundreds of cases the advertise-
ments read, " state salary expected,"
which has the effect of a Dutch auc-
tion, giving the most responsible and
important position of moulder of the
characters of young Canadians during
the most susceptible period of their
lives, to the lowest bidder. What
does the reader suppose is the average
age of the ten thousand or more teach-
ers in the public schools of Ontario ?
According to a recent statistical cal-
culation, it is not far from twenty-six.

Let our readers ponder over the
above facts, and think what do these
facts indicate. Is it possible, we ask
cur thoughtful men and women, to
have the services of men and women
of spirit and power for such salar-
ies ? Is there any investment which
a Darent can make all the year, to be
compired with a competent and ex-
perienced teacher for his child:
monies, lands, securities, will, many a
time, involve bitter memories, or pass
away, but the memory of a good teach-
er remains for life and doubtiess be-
yond and is fruitful for all gook works.
The Canada EDUCATIONAL MONTHLY
has always pleaded with the country
to treat its teachers considerately, even
generously and the country's reward
will be above rubies.

In a late article, our contemporary.
The Edcational Review, makes out
an indictment against the schools of
St. John, New Brunswick, which
though formulated in a mild tone, the
citizens of that town cannot very well
afford to overlook. And not only St.
John, but several other cities of our
Dominion. might take a hint from
what our -Confrere says : " There is

1 in the latter city (St. John) more of
what we term educational waste. Its
schools take up a new idea or subject,
pursue it eagerly for a few weeks or
months, and drop it. A few years
ago the teachers were instructed in
the Tonic Sol-fa system at the trus-
tees' expense. Little attention is now
paid to that system. Again, clay
modelling was entered upon vigor-
ously for a time. It, too, has gone.
The departmental system of instruc-
tion was pursued in the high school.
A return has been made to the old
system of each teacher atempting to
teach all the subjects of his or her
departient. Meetings of teachers
were once regularly held in which
special subjects were taught by
teachers well versed in those subjects,
or by specialists. That, too, has
lapsed. One man fills two offices-
principal of the high school and city
superintendent. That would do for
a country town of four or five thous-
and inhabitants, but not for a city of
45,000. Here are sone examples of
educational waste, and we might cite
others. They do some of these things
better in Halifax." And though com-
parisons generally are not looked
upon with favour, the editor proceeds
to make one all the same between the
two rival cities of the Maritime Pro-
vinces. " Again," says he, " there is
a very good manual training school in
Halifax, where hundreds of boys re-
ceive instruction, and there is a cook-
ing schools for girls. There is a well.
conducted'kindergarten school in
Halifax and another in Dartmouth.
St. John is at present without any of
these appliances of modern education.
The meetings of school trustees in
Halifax are open, not only to the
press, but to any one interested who
may choase to attend. The chair-
man is elected yearly by the votes of
,his brother commissioners, and it is
an office to which any commissioner
may aspire. In St. John the chair-
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man is appointed by government and
holds office for four years, and meet-
ings are not open to the press."

The teachers of the Dominion are
after all not to be precluded from
judging for themselves of the respec-
tive merits of some of the school his-
tories subnitted to the judges in the
late Canadian History Competition.
When certain defects of the book
finally selected were pointed out by
one of our educationists in the
Montreal Convention, the self-
appointed secretary of the commis-
sion made a personal matter of the
criticism and threatened the critic
with a law suit, or something of that
kind for uttering anything but the
highest praise on the work the judges
had chosen. The arguments he
chicfly used were that the book was a
cheap book, since it cost only fifty
cents, and must be a good book, for
the judges were good men. But
·what will the indiscreet secretary say,
or what law-suits is he going to
threaten to throw at our teachers'
.heads should they continue to insti-
tute a comparison between the selected
text-book and Roberts' History in

favour of the latter as they are already
beginning to do, or what ecstacy of
indignation is he going to indulge in
should Calkin's History (one of the
books entered in the competition and
now in the press) corne to be pre-
ferred in Nova Scotia to both of them.
The author of Clernent's History and
its publishers should place the secre-
tary of the competition under surveil-
lance, or rather should induce him to
spend his spare time in preparing an
audit sheet of the expenses of the
comission and let our teachers judge
for thenselves as to the merits of the
book the judges selected. They are
busy comparing Clements' and
Roberts', and when Calkin's appears
they will be in a position to ~say
whether the judges did their work of
selection well or not, outside of Mr.
Patterson and his threats of law suits.

Akin in spirit to an editorial of last
month is the paper by Fidelis from the
Westminster. In our opinion both
these indicate the line of improvement
mostneeded, one which has been much
overlooked for years. It is high time
we should mend our way in this re-
gard.

CURRENT EVENTS AND COMMENTS.

The keen competition in foreign
markets, which is now being encount-
ered by the British manufacturer, has
once again directed attention to the
very excellent system of technical edu-
cation which has proved one of the
most potent agencies of success to his
German rival. As is well known, a
course of elementary education is
compulsory throughout Germany. It
is otherwise, however, with the tech-
nical branches of education, the study
of which is left voluntary. As, however,

workmen who wish to qualify for the
position of foreman in a factory must
needs be provided with a certificate of
technical efficiency, very large num-
bers of artisans and other workers
attend either day or evening classes
to obtain the necessary instruction.
For the most part the technical in-
stitutes are supported partly by the
exaction of small fees from the pupils
and partly by grants from the state.
In some instances students are only
admitted after they bave worked for
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two years at the trade they propose
following. There are special schools
or courses for the teaching of agricul-
ture, textile manufactures, building
trades, mechanical engineering, chen-
ical technology and the like. In some
places classes are held on Sundays for
the benefit of those workmen who
cannot attend during the week, either
by reason of all their time being oc-
cupied or because of the distance at
which they live from the institute.
That these educational advantages
have enabled the manufacturing popu.
lation of Germany to overtake and in
some cases surpass the British work-
men in various industries is undeni-
able.

During the last forty years great
strides have been made in England by
the establishment of local art and
technical classes in connection with
and under the control of the Science
and Art Department at South Ken-
sington. These classes are, as a rule,
well attended, but, except as regards
the art and designing teaching, the
latter is largely theoretical, and
the designation " technical " seems to
be somewbat misapplied. The Ger-
man schools are essentially practical,
and there is no difficulty apparently in
obtaining a full attendance of students.
'The British workman, on the other
hand, has a deep-rooted aversion to
sacrificing any portion of his leisure to
the task of improving his knowledge
or practising new devices in his busi-
ness, hence, of the numerous pupils at
the classes of the science and art de-
partment, comparatively few are ac-
tual workmen, while, as noted above,
it is generally a I sine qua non ' at
German techalcal schools that the
student should have some manual ex-
perience as a tradesman before being
eligible to admission. One result has
been that within a very recent period
German firms have become competi-
tors against old-established British
companies for the supplying of foreign

markets with locomotives, steam en-
gines, engineering tools, and so forth.
Again, the manufacture of hosiery,
which was formerly a staple trade in
Nottingham, has now to a large extent
been monopolized by Saxon weavers,
who are enabled by their skilled train-
ing to give better workmanship,
improved designs and a cheaper
finished article. This statement is
equally trueofglove-making,a business
which has literally been destroyed in
Nottingham through German competi-
tion.-Montreal Witness.

There were three great elements of
education. First there was informa-
tion which would be directly useful
for their career in life. Then there
was the element of training-those
subjects which they taught not for
their direct use, but because they ex-
ercised the reasoning powers of the
mind, because they were to the mind
what gymnastics were to the body.
Then in the third place there was
culture. Under that head he includ-
ed not merely the refinement of taste
which was brought about by the study
of thearts, but the mental improvement
which followed the reading of all that
was best and loftiest in literature, and
they might add to that the study of
history, which enabled them to form
their own ideas upon political and
social subjects.-S. James, Head
Master of Rugby.

THE WESTMINSTER CON-
FESSION.

O UR Presbyterian brethren have
just been commemorating in

meetings, and by lectures and
addresses, the 25oth anniversary of
the adoption of the Westminster Con-
fession by the Church of Scotland.
As English Churchmen, who desire
to see a drawing together of the
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churches of England and Scotland, we
ought certainly to be anxious to
acquaint ourselves better with the
history and doctrinal standards of
those with whom we would have
closer relations. Certainly the
ignorance which prevails and the gross
misrepresentations cf the doctrinal
standards of other churches v.;ich
find a place in some of our " church
papers," are not conductive to friend-
ship, much k 's to unity.

Then there are special points in
the origin and history of the West-
minster Confession which ought to
commend it to the study of English
Churchmen. The great Assembly to
which it owes its existence was sum-
moned in 1643 by the authorit'y of the
English Parliament. it was intended
to includ- all parties in the English
church, except the extreme High
Church or Laudian, whose sacerdatal-
ism and despotism had been the chief
cause of the troubles in Church and
State. All its members, with few ex-
ceptioas, were in English orders ; the
great majority of them were not
averse to a moderate episcopacy
upon the lines laid down by Arch-
bishop Usher. Among the Episcopal-
ian members recommended by
Parliament were Archbishop Usher,
Bishops Brownrigg, Westfield, and
Prideaux, and five doctors of divinity,
two of whom afterwards became
bishops.

Unfortunately most of these were
excluded from attendance by the
king's command. Dr. Heatley was
the only one who was present through-
out. Archbishop Usher is said to
have been present upon one occasion,
but upon doubtful authority, and his
influence appea -s throughout the
Confessior. As Schaff observes:
'' In England Episcopacy and the
Prayer Book were identified with the
Rtformation and Protestant martyr-
dom, and hence were rooted in the
affections of the people." Had the

Episcopalians been permiL .d to>
remain, and had not their abstention
been followed by the influx of the
strong Scottish influence, enibittered
against Episcopacy by Laud and
the star-chamber, the probability is
that the Assembly would have de-
clared in favour of Episcopacy.

Bnt while the members of the As-
sembly differed in their views of
Church government, they were
doctrinally united. They were
Augustinians or Calvinists, but not of
2n extreme Supralapsarian type. The
tirst intention was to revise and en-
large the Thirty-Nine Articles, but
after ten weeks, in which fifteen of
the Articles were revised and adopted,
the revision was suspended in order
to take up the subject of Church
government. Through Scotch influ-
ence it was not resumed, and a new
Confession was resolved upon. But
this new Confession was largely based
upon the Articles of the Irish Church.
These Irish Articles, one hundred
and two in number, were drawn up
by Archbishop Usher. He incor-
porated in them the substance of the
Thirty-Nine Articles; and they
received the formal sanction -of the
dlrst convocation of the Irish Church.
These Articles formed the basis of the
Westminster Confession which follows
the same order and embodies vrery
largely their phraseology. Dr. Hoyle,
Archbishop Usher's friend, and Pro-
fessor of Divinity at Dublin, was a
leading member of the committee of
the Westminster Assembly which drew
up the Confession.

Thus we see that the Westminster
Confession is closely.related to our
Thirty-Nine Articles. It embodies
the substance of the chief doctrinal
Articles. The fuller and more definite
and pronounced statements of the
Confession are taken from the Irish
Articles of Archbishop Usher, who,
like Bishop jewel, the final editor of
the Thirty-Nine Articles, was a doc-



trinal Puritan. In the doctrine of the
Sacrataents the Confession doe3 not
differ a hairbreath from the doctrine of
zur Artic.es and that f the venerable
Hooker. In the great doctrines of
God, the Trinity and the Person of
Chriqt, it reasserts the doctrines of the
ancient creeds, but in a mcre complete
form. The chicf difference wil be
found in the doctrine of the Divine
Decrees and the mysteries of the
Divine predestination. On these
points our A .cles are of the type of
the more moderate and cautious
Augustinianism of Cranmer, Ridley,

ardi Latimer. The Westminster
Contession gives a maore scholastic
and elaborate presentation, but it is
noteworthy that on these points it
follows most closely the Irish Articles,
whose very wording is largely adopted.
Those who talk so superciliously of
this historica. document ought to
read Dean Stanleys eloquent eulogy
of it, an exprc3sion of admiration all
the more rerarkable because it po.
ceeds fism one who had but scant
sympathy with much of its doctrinal
teaching.- E. V.

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES-
JANUARY.

Taos. LINDSAY, TORONTO.

T HE present month is quite notice-
able for the lunar phenomena

presented, and the observer who fci-
lows the moon throughout this luna-
tion will be certainly reprd. On the
7th of the month there is an ,:lipse,
inteiesting on account of the small
part of the disc that is immersed ir
the earth's shadow, about one-sixth ;
the first contact occurs at 6 47 p.m.,
and the series of ring-plains G.at
form such prominent features of the
moon's souith polar regions will be
seen, one by one, to be darkened by
the umbra. On the 14th, a day be-
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fore the last quarter, the moon passes
south of juriter, both coming to the
Meridian at about the same time, five
o'clock in the. rmornng. On the
18th the slender crescent of the war-
ing moan, far south., passes beloy
9 aturn, and on the 2oth the keen
observer may get our satellite in the
same telescopic field with Mars. The
total eclipse of 21st January is, of
course, out of our way, but several
expeditions have been arranged to go
fron England to the west coast of
India, where the duration of totality
will be greatest. It is evident that
the interest in phenomena cf this kind
is far from dying out, when steamship
companies make special rates for
astronomers and others who wish to
journey some thousands of miles to
see the sun's corona for about two
minutes. Our time will come soon,
we can patiently wait til May, 1900,
and then arrange for an expedition to
the Southern States.

On Jan. 3oth abovt midnight there
is an occultation of the Pleiades by
the moon, and the only one of the
year visible in this locality. Apart
from the interest which the motion of,
the moon has for the mathematician,
there is always a field for the amateur
to sketch the more prominent features
of the disc. At the present time the
great observatories of Paris and Mt.
Hamilton are making photographs
of the moon on an enlarged scale.
The reproductions are beautiful, yet
one must stil feel that the picture is
rot-the moon. The r.ost perfect
photographs fall immeasurably short
of the telescopic view, and in many
respects are inferior to skilful draw-
ings.

Mercury will be at its greatest.
elongation west of the sun on the
morning of Jan. 28th. The difference
is twenty-five degs., but the declina-
tion of the planet i3 far south, conse-
quently it will be low in the horizon
and not easily seen. Venus will be
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quite too close to the sun to be easily
visible; we must wait now till the fall
of the year to see the planet as a
brilliant evening star. Saturn is still
passing south, but the angular dia-
meter of the disC is slowly increasing,
whlile the systen is broadly in view.
The elevadon of the Earth above the
plane of the ring is 26 degs. Jupiter
is also inc:easing in apparent diameter
and rising at a more conveniei hour.
Towards the end of the month the
planet rises at i o'clock. The
phenomena of the satellites, which are
calculated generally to minutes only,
are given with great exactness in the
cases of eclipses. For example, on
January 25th at 11h. 17m. 1ls.,

Washington time, the fourth satellite
reappears from eclipse, starts into
view out of the planet's shadow sud-
denly, like a new star. The con-
puters of the ephemeris are pretty
sure of their ground when they
name seconds. The calculations for
the satellites are made by Prof. H.
D. Todd, of Washington. The ob-
server need only have his watch care-
fully corrected and his telescope in
order, to prove the marvellous accu-
racy of these predictions. The disap-
pearance into the shadow on that
evening occurs before the system is
above the horizon for observers here.

During the discussions on the new
Education Bill of Quebec, it was
pointed out by the Premier that free
tuition was not a matter to be consid-
ered until the finances of the province
were in a more prosperous condition.
It is very pleasant, however, to learn
from the Chairman of the Protestant
Board of School Commissioners of the
ity of Montreal that there are hun-

dreds of children belonging to the
schools under the supervisiou of that
Board from whom fees are not re-
quired. The following is his state-
ment in full :" kev. Principal Mac-
Vicar, Chairman of the Protestant

Board of Schocl Commissioners at
their monthly meeting this morning,
referred in an informal manner to the
remarks recently made in the press in
reference to some cases of children of
poor parents being cormpelled to go
without .ny educational training on
account of the inability of their par-
ents to provide the necessary funds.
He remarked that the situation seen-
ed to be greatly misunderstood in
some quarters. There were, he said,
a large number of children educated
by the Protestant Board free of charge,
and regular blanks were procurable,
which, upon being filled in by a
clergyman or any responsible citizen,
attesting to the indigency of the case,
secured to such children all the edu-
cational privileges of other pupils.
The records were then looked up in
connection with the informal discus-
sion, and i: was found that of the
8,ooo children attending Protestant
schools, over one-sixteenth of that
number are educated free on account
of the poverty of their parents." In
this connection Mayor Wilson Smith
remarked that no poor children are
debari ed from the Protestant Schools.
He thought that the subject was very
much misunderstood, judging by the
remarks which had been made in
reference to some cases which have
recently come to light.

The annual report of the Protest-
ant Board of School Commissioners
has been issued, and contains many
items of interest to the general public.
It gives the number of schools under
the control of the Board as fifteen,
with an actual attendance of 7,706
pupils, or, including the McGill Model
School and the Baron de Hirsch In-
stitute, 8,472 pupils. The receipts
on income account for the year end-
ing June 30th, 1897, amounted to
$218,429, and the disbursements,
$205,373. Of the receipts, $153,786
were derived from the city school tax,



$34,732 from High School fees, and
$22,508 from jubilee school fLes. Of
the disbursements, $151,685 were
expended in maintaining the various
schools, and $2 2,400 went to pay the
interest on bonds.

The Oxford Magazine publishes
some interesting figures to show that
the old universities are holding their
own in supplying useful candidates
for the various civil service examina-
tions. Out of one hundred successful
coripetitors for Home, Indian and
Colonial posts, no fewer than eighty-
six are Oxford and Cambridge men.
Oxford is far ahead with fifty-seven,
the light blues scoring twenty-nine

places. The second notable point
proved by the statistics is the dimin-
ishing influence of the " crammers,"
who "seem to be settling down more
and more into the position of supple-
ments rather than of substitutes for
ex-university training." Only two
candidates out of the hundred re-
mained for three or four years with
the special trainer. It is also worthy
of rernark that the athletes are well to
the fore, with three football " blues"
and a long ist of cricketers, foot-
ballers and oarsmen who have repre-
sented their colleges. The examiners
have expressed themselves as highly
satisfied with the average physical
calibre of the successful candidates.

SCHOOL WORK.

SCHOOL-BOY BLUNDERS.

T HERE are several ways in which
the commonblunder of a school-

boy may be taken ; several points of
view from which it may be regarded.
We have noticed of late a somewhat
disquieting tendency on the part of
certair periodicals to exploit this
subject as a branch of literature. In
sucb cases the writer (usually a school
inspector or examiner) takeE up, as a
rule, a rather pharisaical position.
He introduces his anecdotes to us
with a covert sneer. He stands on a
plane above and totally separate from
that of the unfortunate culprit whom
lie holds up to ridicule. -He is, in
fact, a superior person, and he gives
you to understand, by implication,
that he himself could never at any
time have perpetrated any of the
solecisms he describes. We are
quite prepared to believe him. To
make a good, a really delightful
blunder, certain qualities are neces-
sary. It is not, as is commonly sup-

posecd, your dull boy who perpetrates
the truly comic reply. Now and
again, led by some blind chance, he
may possibly stumble upon a happy
mistake, even as a dull man may be
choicely sarcastic unawares. But to
delight the hearer for all time with
that blending of the .audacious, the
unfortunate, and the unexpected, re-
quires little short of genius, and genius
is a quality but rarely discoverable by
school inspectors and their like.
Good, worthv men, they despise what
they cannot understand; they hold
up to shane words they themselves
would have 'never had the wit to
utter.

Our standpoint, then, shall be a
different one from this. We would
approach the subject curiously, but
sympathetically. Indeed, few pro-
cesses are more interesting to trace
than the working of the human mind
towards the solution of any problerm.
How marvellous often is the ingenuity
we see displayed! How indomitable
the resource ! Hampered as he is by

School Work.
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difficulties, reduced for the most part
to the stony path of mere intuitive
perception, often to no path at al-
with nothing, as we say, to go upon-
nevertheless shall we see the sturdy
British youth overcoming ail obstacles,
evolving from sonewhere or other a
plausible working hypothesis, and
ultinately producing in triumph to
his question (no matter how ignorant
of the subject he may be) an answer
of some sort or other. Truly the boy
who can accomplish this may be said
to display, if not genius, at least in-
genuity. Certain sterling qualities are
his-self-confidence, pluck, readiness,
and a sanguine love of attempting the
apparently impossible. Such a boy
is not likely to fall behind in the race
for wealth and honours ; and yet, so
singular are the ways of men, we find
him often receiving kicks rather than
halfpence, a dose of sarcasm (good-
humoured at the best) instead of
hearty praise. " Hamlet," we re-
member hearing a boy say on one
occasion, " is the leg of a small pig."
Observe the simplicity, the neatness
of this reply, betraying also a reason-
able share of knowledge. No boy
who could make that answer could be
altogether a fool. He possessed the
information, not universally known,
that the suffix " let" betokened a
diminutive. In fact, a reasonable
degree of literature is indispensable
for most of the blunders at which we
are asked to mock. Old heads can-
not be looked for on young shoulders,
nor can we reasonably expect our
pupils to become perfectly wise at one
plunge into the educational bath.
Imperfect information is not a crime.
" The Nile," a.<other boy has said,
" is the only remarkable river in the
world. It was discovered by Dr.
Livingstone,' and rises in Mungo
Park. The mistake is natural enough ;
the information displayed is unusual,
yet some such slight confusion is
enough to set our wiseacres laughing

with complacent contempt. Again,
"bungalow" is not a word one often
meets with at a tender age. To con-
fuse it with " punkah," is not only
natural, it is even creditable ; yet the
boy who defined it as " a machine for
pumping air into a house at night,"
was not improbably punished for his
attempt at translation. So, too, a
"gudgeon " might very well be a
"policeman's staff," or a " quaran-
tine " a four-masted ship " in the eyes
of boys whose acquaintance with
bludgeons and brigantines had, for-
tunately for themselves, been limited.
We might instance scores of similar
definitions, the only tault of which lay
in a knowledge not yet made perfect ;
but we have mentioned sufficient, we
fancy, to make out our contention.
It is not our wish to enter into com-
petition with the common run of jest
collectors, though it is true-and sad
-that such miscellanea of mistransla-
tions and misenderstandings are
popular with the reading public of the
day. That this should be the case is
surely something of a reflection on
the morals of magazine consumers,
for it is obvious that the sole reason
of this popularity is pride. To be
able to assume an attitude of mental
superiority, to chuckle softly to one-
self at the extraordinary mistakes these
half-educated boys can make, this
seems to us to be the chief cause of
the public's delectation. It may be
thought, perhaps, that with the rapid
spread of our modern system of free
education we shall hear less of these
unfortunate mistakes. Surely, with
ail our new apparatus for cramming
the youth of the country with science
as they cram chickens for the table,
with our codes and timetables, and
ceaseless schedules, and much-har-
assed inspectors, our boys will soon
be too well informed to perpetrate
such remarkable errors as we have
noticed. This would be a sorry con-
summation to the noble project of a
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free and universal education. As
things go, this world is a serious place
enough, and we can have no desire
to see another source of innocent
gaiety eclipsed. Fortunately, how-
ever, there is no real danger; in fact,
we are inclined to think that the pre-
sent system is nearly the most effec-
tual that could be devised for securing
a continuity of our glorious traditions
in this respect. Year by year more
subjects are introduced into the
crowded syllabus; year by year the
unhappy teacher has to essay a wider
flight. " A little of everything " is
the motto of our friends in authority,
and a superficial smattering of many
sciences is the best way possible to
procure a sufficiency of amusement.
As years go on, then, we predict that
the supply of laughable mistakes will
increase rather than diminish. If the
present régime continues, it may soon
be impossible for any inspector who
wishes to preserve his reputation for
seriousness and gravity to undertake
the examination of a Board School.
For it is confusion that breeds blund-
ers of this sort, far more than mere
stupidity, and confusion is best
served by a too indiscriminate variety
in teaching. We may congratulate
the Education Department upon hav-
ing entered so warmly into the true
spirit of the business. In formulating
measures for increasing the flow of
harmless mirth they have deserved
well of all-and in particular of those
who read the magazines. We can
only hope that the pupils will not be
backward in performing their part,
but on that point we have little mis-
giving. The British boy is soundly
conservative and faithful to his tradi-
tions ; the circumstances are now
exceptionally favourable, and we can
look forward with confidence to a rich
harvest.

What we have said should not,
perhaps, be taken too seriously. It
is by no means our wish that the youth

of our schools should set themselves,
in consequence of a few words, to
producing a crop of such answers as
we have quoted. Such a course
would be possibly amusing, but would
also carry with it a certain amount of
danger; and we cannot advise any
boy in good faith to attempt making
havoc after this fashion of his next
examination paper. We have urged
our theory rather in protest, perhaps
half in earnest, against the usual spirit
in which the outside public regard
such solecisms ; and we have been
led, incidentally, into an animadver-
sion against the policy to which so
many of these solecisms are due. A
wise man will not laugh lightly at
another's mistakes, knowing full well
that he himself is not secure from
error; or, if his sense of humour be
too strong, and the ludicrous prevail,
he will, at any rate, laugh gently, not
scornfuÀX ; so that, should at any
time the tables be turned upon hims
he may have some ground upon
which to claim forbearance from
others.-Evening Standard.

SCIENCE.

J. B. TURNER, B.A., EDITOR.
COLL. INSTITUTE, HAMILTON.

AN EXPERIMENT IN EDUCATION.
UITE recently a most interesting

book with the above title was
published by Harper Bros., New

York. In it Mary R. Alling-Aber,
the authoress, gives an account of an
experiment conducted by her in a
private school in Boston, and also dis-
cusses the ideas that inspired the ex-
periment and the ideas inspired by it.

Part I. of the book is in two
chapters. The first contains an out-
line of the work undertaken during
the course of the experiment and the
manner in which the work was con-
ducted; the second deals with an ex-
periment on similar lines at Engle-
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wood, now a part of the City of
Chicago. It is impossible in a short
notice, such as the present, to give
even an outline of the work and the
manner in which it was carried on,
but the results can only be described
as marvellous.

There are numbers in our
province who are actively engaged in
tryimg to secure the extension of
Nature Studies in our primary
schools ; to these the results achieved
during the progress of this experiment
will be an incentive to continue the
work they have undertaken.

Interesting as this part of the book
is, it is yet surpassed in interest by
Parts Ii. and III., the first of which
deals with the "ideas underlying the
experiment," the second treats of
" some details about the teaching of
special subjects." The ideas under-
lying the experiment are well express-
ed in the following sentences taken
from the title-page of Part II.: " The
one clear thing there was that children
must be at once introduced to real
knowledge, be given something worth
their efforts, and treated as rational,
natural human beings, who ought not,
even if they could, be made to greatly
care for the symbols and shows of
learning in the absence of the real
substance, nor led to imagine that
they are being mentally and morally
nourished-that is, educated-when
fed on chaff mainlv."

The special subjects dealt with in
Part III. are Science, History, Litera-
ture, Language and Mathematics, and
each one is treated from the stand-
point indicated in the preceding part.

The book, as a whole, is one of
surpassing interest, and whether we
agree with the principles laid down in
it or not, we are, at least, by a perusal
of it, made to look over our pedagog-
ical stock-in-trade, and for this rea-
son, if for no other, every teacher will
find it a valuable addition to his
library.

BOTANY.

FORM I.

A.

Examine, with the aid of the text-
book, the plant submitted, and show
the steps by which you determine its
(a) order, (b) genus, (c) species.

B.

r. Give (a) the order, (b) the genus,
(c) the species of the plant submitted.

2. Describe (a) its stem, (b) its
leaves.

3. Describe the different parts of
the flower, illustrating your answer
by drawings.

4. What are the general characters
of (a) Leguminosæ, (b) Rosaceæe?
Mention the special points in which
the flowers of these two families difler
from each other.

5. Describe (a) a strawberry, (b)
an apple, (c) a rose-hip, mentioning
especially the points in which they
differ.

6. State the points of difference
between (a) a root and a stem, (b) a
rhizome and a tuber.

FORM III.

A.

Examine, with the aid ofyour text-
book, the plant submitted and show
the steps by which you determine its
(a) family, (b) geaus, (c) species.

B.

r. Describe (a) the stem, (b) the
leaves, (c) the flower of the plant sub-
mitted.

2. (a) Define the terms hypogy-
nous, perigynous, epigynous.

(b) Illustrate your definitions
by drawings.

3. How are Monoctyledons dis-
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tinguished from Dicotyledons by (a)
stems, (b) leaves, (c) flowers?

4. Describe the following forms of
inflorescence :-(a) Corymb, (b) Um-
bel, (c) Raceme, (d) Spike, (e) Head,
and show how these have been derived
from a single form.

5. Describe how leaves are modi-
fied (a) for securing and utilising
animal matter, (b) for the storage of
reserve materials.

6. Describe the different forms of
subterranean stems.

7. Describe a fern under the fol-
lowing heads:-

(a) Frond or leaf.
(b) Sporangia and Spores.
(c) Mode of fertilization.

ONTARIO NORMAL COLLEGE
NOTES.

T HE Christmas sessional examina-
tions, which were held on the

16th, 17th and 18th ult., necessitated
a general review by the students, of
their non-professional work. On the
whole the papers were satisfactory,
although in a few cases, complaints.
were made of the indefinite character
of the questions.

About fifty students wrote here on
the final examinations. The paper
on psychology was the cause of much
dissatisfaction, as the educational side
of the subject was given very little
prommence.

A successful open meeting of the
Literary Society was held on the
evening of the 4 th uit., in the Assem-
bly Hall. The leading feature of the
programme was an address by Dr.

McLellan on the " Ethical Content
of Literature," showing how character
in its triune aspect of intellect, feeling
and will, is developed by the study of
Literature. The chair was occupied
by the Vice-Principal R. A. Thomp-
son, B.A.

Each teacher-in-training has taught,
at least, two lessons. This repre-
sents between 5oo and 6oo lessons all
together taught to the students of the
Collegiate during the fail term.

The holidays will be brightened by
the perusal of the O.N.C. Christmas
Magazine, a souvenir publication of
the Literary Society. It contains be-
sides instructive papers by members
of the staff, several witty and interest-
ing essays by individual students.

The seating capacity of the college
was increased in the fall without pro-
vision being made for increased venti-
lation. Both lecturer and students
find it hard to pay attention
to the work in hand, owing
to this defeat, which can only he re-
medied by enlarging the amphitheatre.

Whilst reviewing the work of the
term, the opinion was expressed by
more than one student, that a prelim-
mary course on the training of memory
and on the analytic synthetic method
in dealing with the divisions of a
subiect, should be given to all pupilz
in the higher forms of the Collegiate
and to those beginning university
work. By the application of a few of
the main principles of these, a vast
ainount of crCnaming would be dis-
pensed with, and result in .a well
developed memory.

The January term begins on Tues-
day the i1th.
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CORRESPON DENCE.

POST-GRAI)UATF, COURSES.

PRESIDENT LOUDON WRITES ABOUT
THOSE AT TORONTO UNIVERSITY.

To the Editor of the Gazette:

SIR,-My attention has been called
to the following paragraph which ap-
peared in your issue of the 17th
inst. :-

" The abandonment of the post-
graduate courses at Toronto Univer-
sity for lack of support is a serious re-
flection on the usefulness of that in-
stitution. That out of the huhdreds
of graduates the University turns out
every year only two should think it
worth while to continue their studies
beyond the limited courses required
for a degree seems to indicate a de-
plorable lack of the desire for know-
ledge. A diploma does not signify
that a man knows everything, but that
he has been taught how to learn. A
university whose students do not want
to learn anything more must be set
down as a partial failure."

I may remark that I was very much
surprised, not only by the erroneous
nature of the statements contained in
this paragraph, but also by the very
unfriendly nature of the inferences
based thereon. With your permis-
sion, I desire to refer briefly to the
matter in your columns.

i. The regular courses of instruc-
tion on the part of our faculty are
limited to the work of the undergrad-
uates. Much of this work is, how-
ever, of such an advanced character
that it corresponds to what is styled
post-graduate work in many of the
universities of this continent.

2. We have quite recently establish-
ed the degree of Ph.D., for research
.work. An essential condition for the
awarding of this degree is that the

candidate shall publish an approved
thesis embodying the results of an
original investigation. No regular
courses of instruction are provided for
candidates for thi degree, as it is as-
sumed that they will be competent
through previous training to proceed
with their work with only occasional
advice and assistance from their pro-
fessors. At least two years' attend-
ance and study at a university (one
of which must be at the University
of Toronto), are also required. The
standard for the degree is so high that
the number of candidates will in all
probability not be large.

3. For some years we have had
students returning to us after gradua-
tion for the purposes of further study,
even though we have not had heretofore
the inducement ot a doctor's degree
to offer them. They still come to us,
and their numbers are increasing an-
nually. Last year we had fourteen
such graduate students. This year
we have already in all twenty-nine
graduate students. Of these, four
have registered for the degree of
Ph.D., and are regularly proceeding
with their work; fifteen are doing re-
search work which will count for the
degree of Ph.D. if they decide to reg-
ister ; whilst ten are taking under-
graduate courses, thus supplementing
the knowledge already required of
them at their B.A. examination.

4. It is but fair also to our gradua-
tes and to the university to state that
in addition to these twenty-nine grad-
uate students, a large number of our
graduates have obtained their Ph.D.
at foreign universities, and many are
pursuing their studies abroad, with
this object at present. Last year to
meet a charge similar to the one now
being dealt with, I gave to the press a
list of over eighty of our graduates
who, within the previous three years,



had obtained fellowships, scholar-
ships, or teaching positions in univer-
sities of the United States. Of this
list many who held fellowships, etc.,
were proceeding to the doctor's de-
gree, as indeed many others also were
thougli not included in the list. In
the present year about a dozen of our
graduates are taking Ph.D. work in
Chicago University alone, and of
these seven hold fellowships. The
facts of this and the preceding para-
graph will afford a sufficient answer

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

Although the Atlantic Monthly
does not in appearance make any
special effort for Christmas the
December number nevertheless is a
notable one. In fiction it would be
hard to surpass at this time Hopkin-
son Smith's " Caleb West," or Kate
Douglas Wiggin's " Penelope's Pro-
gress." Mr. Fuller also contributes
a short story entitled " The Greatest
of These." But it is to a contribution
so penetrated with the atmosphere of
its subject that one almost hesitates
to call it fiction that one must turn to
find the most remarkable feature of
the number. The name of the paper
is " From a Mattress Grave," and it
is an account by Mr. Zangwill of the
death bed of Heinrich Heine. It is
announced that the Canadian, Mr.
Gilbert Parker, will in the coming
year contribute another serial to the
Atlantic, to be called " The Battle of
the Strong."

Anyone who wishes to re-capture
that most elusive true spirit of Christ-
mas would do well to give half an
hour to reading Merry Christmas in
the Tenements by Jacob A. Riis
which is to be found in the December
r.umber of the Century Magazine.
W. Lewis Fraser and John C. Van

Dyke contribute the usual valuable
papers on art whicii have become a
feature of the Century. Mrs. Burton
Harrison's " Good Americans " is
continued. This is a fair example of
the modern fairy tale evidently be-
lieved in by the author. It is per-
haps entertaining and possibly moral.
Of quite a different character are a
nunber of excellent short stories,
everyone of which might be mention-
ed for good workmanship and happy
conception. " Gallops " by David
Gray, who also contributed to the
November number, strikes a new
and exciting note for outsiders in
horses.

One of Blackwood's famous short
stories is reproduced in the Littell's
Living Agé for December 18th.

The Christmas Isle is the name
of the first article in the December
number of Table* Talk. The place
is near Java, it would appear from the
article in question, but reading it you
will find that the world has had more
than five years of Christmas Days
and that requires a thoroughly retros-
pective survey before one can leave
it. The author of the paper, Lucy
Eliot Keeler, deserves much for hav-

Con temporary Literature.

to your inference that our graduates
are characterized by a lack of the
desire for further knowledge.

5. It is atnost unnecessary to add
that your assumption as to the aban-
donment of post-graduate courses at
this university is entirely without
foundation in fact. No such step
has been taken, nor is any such step
contemplated.

J. LoUDON,
President, Unversity of Toronto.

Dec., 1897.
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Ing discovered such an interesting
fact in our history.

" Poor Chola " by Julia P. Dab-
ney is the complete novel in the
DeE-mber number of Lippencott's
Magtzine. Among the advertise-
ments will be found scattered the
usual cheerful jokes that do much to
keep men sane. There is a particu-
larly excellent one of a Christmas
bear.

MacMillan's Magazine have again
been fortunate in securing an interest-
ing serial. The story is called " A
Philosopher's Romance" and is
written by John Bewick who has suc-
ceeded in capturing a prett§ and
interesting atmosphere. Other con-
tributions are " A Cry from the Far
West " by Mrs. Molesworth, " Rami-
zan " by Hugh Clifford, and " A
Cuban Filibuster " by Harold Bind-
loss.

Books lately received :-" Louis-
burg id 1745," edited by George M.
Wrong. William Briggs, Toronto.
" Mabel Gray and Other Poems," by
Lyman C. Smith. William Briggs,
Toronto. " The Story of a Sand-
Pile," by G. Stanley Hall. Kellogg
& Co., New York. " Tim and Mrs.
Tim." The Toronto News Com-
pany, Toronto. " The Elements of
Natural Philosophy," by E. J. Hous-

ton. Eldredge & Brothers, Philadel-
phia. "Lincoln Literary Collectioti,"
J. P. McKaskey. The American
Book Co., New York.

From MacMillan & Co., through
their Toronto agents, The Copp,
Clark Co., Toronto: Parts 21 & 22
of " The History of Mankind," by F.
Ratzel; "Physiography for Advanced
Students,» by A. T. Simmona;
" Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome,"
edited by W. T. Webb; " Elemen-
tary Latin-English Dictionary," by
G. H. Nall.

How much we owe to Arnold of
Rugby ! * Not only the British sub-
jects in the Central Lmpire, but we
also, British subjects in the Western
Empire, and wherever the English
language is spoken, have profited by
the inspiring influence of the great
schoolmaster of Rugby. We have
read this life with much interest and
profit. Our highest praise of it must
be that we strongly advise every
teacher to get a copy and read it for
hir. 7elf. V&ere fortes, ante Aga-
me% one . Let us remember.

* "Arnold of Rugby: bis School Life
and Contributions to Education." Edited
by J. J. Findlay, M.A.. late Scholar di
Wadham College, Oxford, Principal of
the College of Preceptors' Training Col-
lege. With an Introduction by the Lord
Bishop of Hereford. Cambridge: at the
University Press.


